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National Breast Cancer Month
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women. Racial and ethnic differences affect breast cancer
risk. Early detection and treatment are keys to breast cancer survival. Mammography is the most
reliable way to detect breast cancer. Many factors are associated with an increased risk of breast cancer.

Dr. William B. Bynum Jr. selected
Appeal for union rights
of Nissan Canton workers Mississippi Valley State president
amid mixed reviews
goes to Washington

Report from the Mississippi NAACP and international
labor law scholar Lance Compa unveiled

NAACP Mississippi Chapter President Derrick Johnson speaks at D.C. press conference, as Nissan Canton
workers look on.
By Lauren Llewellyn
Special To The Mississippi Link
WASHINGTON, D.C. - An
extensive report by Mississippi NAACP President Derrick
Johnson and international labor law expert Lance Compa
was released in Washington,
D.C., Tuesday, October 8.
At the press conference,
Johnson said, “Under international law and pursuant to

its own stated commitments,
Nissan is supposed to respect
human rights standards on
workers’ freedom of association - the right to organize and
the right to collective bargaining. But in the Canton plant,
Nissan has launched an aggressive campaign of fear and
intimidation to nullify these
rights.”
A senior lecturer at Cornell

University’s School of Industrial and Labor Relations in
Ithaca, N.Y., where he teaches U.S. labor law and international labor rights, lawyer
Compa also spoke in Washington.
“Our research shows that
Nissan is not living up to the

Appeal

Continued on page 6

ASU celebrates its
2013 Homecoming

ASU President Christopher Brown, Lisa Brooks, Rev. Eakins and Rev. Rhodes II
By Dr. Jerry Komia Domatob
Special To The Mississippi Link

Inside

Despite looming predictions of foul weather, Alcorn
State University celebrated
its 2013 homecoming Saturday, October 5, 2013. Alcorn
State University President Dr.
M. Christopher Brown; Student Government President
(SGA), Avery Ford; and Miss

George
Elementary
student uses
birthday to
help others

Alcorn Carmen Gibson formally welcomed guests to the
annual event.
People from all walks of
life flocked to the university
campus located in the heart of
Lorman-Mississippi, founded
in 1871, under pioneer President Hiram Revels, a United
States Senator.
Food, music, dance and fes-

tivities graced the occasion.
Families, friends and visitors converged on the college
grounds, where they watched
a lively parade, toured the
campus, and watched the
football game between the
Alcorn Braves and Warner

Family: Man who
set self on fire on
National Mall was
mentally ill
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Alcorn Homecoming
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By Ayesha K. Mustafaa
Editor

The Board of Trustees of
the State Institutions of Higher
Learning (IHL) announced
Tuesday, October 8, 2013, that
in a unanimous decision of the
Trustees, Dr. William B. Bynum
Jr. was selected as president of
Mississippi Valley State.
Bynum has 25 years of experience in higher education,
most recently serving as vice
president for enrollment management and student services at
Morehouse College in Atlanta,
Ga.; vice president for student
affairs and enrollment management at Lincoln University in
Pennsylvania; and as associate
vice president for student affairs
and dean of students at Clark
Atlanta University.
He is a native of Rocky
Mount, N.C., where he said via
an October 3, 2013 telephone
conference at the IHL office in
Jackson, that his humble upbringing puts him more in tune
with the needs of the Mississippi Valley State students, where

many
come
from the same
type
poverty
stricken environment.
T h u r s d a y,
October 3, IHL
Commissioner
of Higher Education Dr. Hank
M. Bounds at
a press conference presented
Bynum as the
preferred candidate over 70 Bynum
candidates vetted.
Dr. Louis Hall, a Valley State
faculty member, and Alumni
Foundation members Mary
Crump and Archie Tucker were
present to support the selection.
Hall said in the search to find
“someone as a good fit for Valley State, there was one candidate that we all felt stood above
all the rest in terms of his qualifications and his dedication. I
truly support the board in this
selection.”

Tucker said, “I think the Valley family will be pleased with
our next president. We should
really get behind this and work
with him, and also the business
community should get behind
us and help move Valley forward. … He is a man of integrity and principle.”
While expressing her own

Valley

Continued on page 4

Affordable Care Jubilee
signs up hundreds

By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer
Angela Rosell, 36, was encouraged by information she received
at the Affordable Care Jubilee.
Rosell, who was treated for a rare
form of muscle cancer two years
ago, learned she would be able to
get coverage through the Affordable Health Care Act once her
Blue Cross Blue Shield coverage
through COBRA runs out in 18
months, because her husband is no
longer with his previous company.
“I’m a cancer patient, my mother is no longer working and my
husband has his own business, so
we need three different policies,”
said Rosell. At the jubilee, she
said, “I learned we will be able to
get coverage and what that coverage will be.”
Jackson-Hinds Comprehensive
Health Center organized the jubilee on their campus at 3502 W.
Northside Drive, Friday, October
4. Health care providers and insurers, along with city and county
officials, were on hand to provide
as much information as possible
about the Affordable Care Act, for
which registration went into effect
October 1.
Hundreds attended the event
featuring information booths,
health screening, entertainment,
food and fun for children. “It’s important to get so many people who
are uninsured insured,” said Dr.

Women’s Fund of
Mississippi honors 10
“Women of Vision,”
issues 11 “anniversary
grants”
Page 5

Jasmin Chapman, CEO of
Jackson-Hinds
Comprehensive.
“We believe everybody should
have access to
quality health
care and this is
a way we know
will help our patients.”
She said the
provisions
of
the act will be
extremely help- Dr. Jasmin Chapman, CEO, Jackson-Hinds
ful to Jackson- Comprehensive Health Center
Hinds’ clients.
“Most of our
clients are under 200 percent
of the poverty
level.
Those
who will not be
covered under
Medicaid expansion will get a lot
of benefit from
this,” Chapman
said.
Jessie Matthews (left) and daughter Angela Rosell, a
The
center cancer patient, visit the Humana tent at the Affordable
had representa- Care Jubilee.
tives from all
of its clinics on hand to provide
Rosell said she initially thought
health information and certified she and her husband could get one
application counselors to assist health policy as a family but that
people filling out Affordable Care
Affordable Care
registration forms and understandContinued on page 2
ing what plans fit them best.
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Affordable Care
Continued from page 1

isn’t possible because of her condition. Her cancer is in remission
since her diagnosis in 2010, but she
has health issues associated with it.
“I have to have regular checkups
and have had problems with my leg
where the cancer was. I suffer from
venous thrombosis and had vein
bypasses in the leg,” she said.
With her husband, they now pay
$450 a month for health insurance.
Her mother Jessie Matthews left
her job to care for her daughter during the cancer treatment and has
no income. That has made seeking
treatment for herself difficult.

“Now, you’re just at the mercy
of whoever will take you and hope
and pray you get the proper care
that you need,” Matthews said. She
said the Affordable Care plan is “a
wonderful thing. I don’t care about
having to pay something because
you have to have something.”
She added that even with insurance, her daughter’s treatment was
more costly because it was rare and
could not be treated in Jackson.
“We had to go out of town because
they weren’t familiar with it here.
And that takes money for travel,
food and hotels.”

A certified application counselor assists Carla Henderson, center, and
mother Patricia Henderson with registering for health insurance.

Mayor Chokwe Lumumba encouraged the crowd to get registered and take information back
to their communities. “We have to
create a situation where everybody
in the country has the right to be
treated and the right to be ‘treated
right,’” Lumumba said.
“Good roads, good streets, good
water production or whatever you
may get through city government
or any other kind of government is
worth very little to you if you can’t
live to see it happen. So that’s why
health care is probably high on the
list of all human rights.”

Camille Stutts Simms gets her blood
pressure checked.

Quest Fitness instructor Deborah Jones, center, leads a brief workout routine at the Affordable Care Jubilee. PHOTOS BY
STEPHANIE R. JONES
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AP analysis: Gov. Phil Bryant trusts
no part of federal health overhaul
The Associated Press
If there’s one thing Mississippi Gov. Phil Bryant makes perfectly clear, it’s this: He doesn’t
like the federal health overhaul.
Whether you call the law
by its official name, the “Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act,” or by what Republican Bryant and others call it,
“Obamacare,” the governor
said it’s too invasive and expensive.
During an interview with The
Associated Press at the same
time the Affordable Health Care
open enrollment began, Bryant reiterated his opposition to
the law but in a way that raised
almost as many questions as it
answered.
Bryant said he thought that if
Mississippi had set up a staterun health exchange, some lowlevel employees or volunteers
with the exchange could unilaterally force the state to expand
Medicaid, the longstanding
federal-state health insurance
program for the needy.
He believes this, despite the
fact that the Legislature, which
controls just about every aspect
of what Medicaid offers or covers, has not voted for expansion.
“Nobody will tell me that’s not
possible,” Bryant said.
An “exchange” is an online
marketplace where people can
buy health insurance. Under the
health law signed by President
Barack Obama in 2010 and
mostly upheld by the Supreme
Court in 2012, each state is required to either operate its own
exchange or have the federal
government do the job.
A few states have exchanges
that are run in partnership with

the federal government. Mississippi’s exchange
is federally run,
because of Bryant’s opposition to
a state-run system.
The exchanges
opened
nationwide October 1,
2013 and people
immediately
started shopping During a health care economic development
for coverage that meeting earlier this year, Gov. Phil Bryant
takes effect in said Mississippi needed to pursue health care
January. In each businesses to promote economic growth, exstate, workers or plaining how the state was working to create
volunteers called “medical corridors” by offering incentives to
“navigators” are private companies, such as pharmaceutical
available to help firms, medical equipment manufacturers and
people understand others. AP Photo/Rogelio V. Solis
various levels of
coverage available through an three million residents are enrolled in Medicaid. Earlier this
exchange.
Among other things, a navi- year, Bryant and other Repubgator will determine whether a licans blocked Democrats’ atconsumer is eligible for a fed- tempts to expand Medicaid to
eral tax credit that will pay for an additional 300,000 people.
The 2010 law says the fedpart of the insurance policy.
To qualify for the government eral government would pay 100
subsidy, one person could have percent of medical expenses for
an income of up to $45,960 or newly qualified Medicaid ena family of four could have an rollees from 2014 to 2017. The
federal share would be reduced
income of up to $94,200.
Under the federal health law, to 90 percent by 2020, with
states have the option to extend each state paying the balance.
Democrats say Mississippi
Medicaid coverage to people
making up to 138 percent of the is leaving billions of dollars
federal poverty level, or about on the table - and leaving the
working poor uninsured - by
$15,000 a year for one person.
In Mississippi now, the in- refusing Medicaid expansion.
come cutoff is about $5,500 Bryant points out that Missisfor one person, and many able- sippi’s Medicaid budget has
bodied adults aren’t eligible for grown exponentially in the past
Medicaid coverage, regardless two decades. And he said Mississippi can’t afford to put more
of how little they earn.
Mississippi is one of the poor- people on the program, even
est states in the nation. About with the feds paying most of the
644,000 of the state’s nearly cost.
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Councilman Priester keeps
promise to host movie nights
until a theatre comes to town

Pastor James L. Henley (2nd from left), Sheriff Tyrone Lewis (3rd from left) and deputy sheriffs, with Ward 2 City
Councilman Melvin V. Priester Jr., and residents on Community Movie Night at Fresh Start Christian Church.

Parishioners at Fresh Start Christian Church and residents of North Meadows and Bounds Street neighborhoods
attend Community Movie Night with Ward 2 City Councilman Melvin V. Priester Jr.
The Mississippi Link Newswire
The residents in the North Meadows and Bounds Street neighborhoods had great fun Saturday, October 5, as they enjoyed Movie Night
at Fresh Start Christian Church,
sponsored by City Councilman
Melvin V. Priester Jr. and Hinds
County Sheriff Tyrone Lewis.
Keeping his promise to residents
in Ward 2 not to wait until a theatre
comes to Jackson, Priester has begun showing movies throughout his
ward with the cooperative efforts of
neighborhood churches and community centers.
Pastor James L. Henley Jr. opened
the doors of Fresh Start Christian
Church, 5210 Manhattan Road, so

community residents could fellowship and get better acquainted, hear
an update from Priester on projects
in the city, and receive a security/
safety report from Sheriff Lewis.
Afterward, those attending
were treated to free snacks as they
watched the movie “42, The Jackie
Robinson Story.” The residents
openly displayed their enjoyment
of having movie night in their Ward.
Priester said, “If we are going to
unite Ward 2 and the City of Jackson, we have to offer our citizens
some wholesome, family oriented
activities that make them feel appreciated and deserving of all the
amenities other communities enjoy.
“Movie night is just one way to

bring us all together, in a Christian
atmosphere, where we discuss what
our concerns are for Jackson and
enjoy an evening of fun and fellowship.”
He added, “New Hope Baptist
Church, 5202 Watkins Drive, pastored by Dr. Jerry Young will be
the site of the next Priester Movie
Night, Saturday, November 9, 6
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Residents in the
Valley North, Norwood, Lake of
Pines, North Gate, Woodlea, Woodhaven and surrounding neighborhoods are invited.”
All events and activities are free.
For more information, contact
Dorothy Edwards at (601) 3532460.

Candidates for Districts 2 and 4 Hinds
County Supervisors seats clear way to
November General Election
By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer
Hinds County voters
decided Tuesday, October 8, 2013, on two
supervisor candidates to
move forward to the November 5 general election. Darrel McQuirter
of Clinton will run in
District 2 and James
“Lap” Baker, also of
Clinton, was the runoff Baker (D), Dist. 4,
Duke (I), Dist. 4
winner in District 4.
Republicans are
The unofficial ballot
tally showed McQuirter re- on the ballot for
ceived 2,301 votes while his District 2.
M c Q u i r t e r,
opponent Willie Earl Robinson,
of Bolton, got 1,943. Baker also pastor of
took the District 4 contest with Pleasant Green
322 votes against Byram resi- Baptist Church,
the
dent Michael Maldonado’s 130. received
McQuirter and Baker bring most votes in
years of experience working the September
for Hind County. McQuirter primary with
is the county’s planning and Robinson, rezoning director, and Baker has tired director of Hunter (I), Dist 2
spent 17 years as director of Hinds County
planning and administration for Central Repair, coming in secHinds County’s Department of ond.
Baker, who was the second
Public Works.
McQuirter will run against highest vote getter in the Sepindependent Alphonso Hunt- tember primary for his district,
er in the November election. will face Republican Tony
Hunter, of Edwards, is the Greer of Clinton and indepencurrent supervisor for District dents James Ira Duke and Dan
2. He became supervisor fol- Smith, both of Raymond.
Baker said he’s happy to be
lowing the death of longtime
supervisor Doug Anderson in the democratic nominee for
April. Hunter said at the time the general election but would
he would not run for the posi- like to have seen more voters
tion but changed his mind. No turn out for the runoff. During

Greer (R), Dist. 4

McQuirter (D), Dist. 2
the next month, he said, “I will
do my part to get the message
out to the people before the last
minute” leading to the election.
Baker said, “I want to have
some type of open forum so
people can hear what the candidates have to say. Signs can’t
talk. People need to hear how
you are going to do what you
say you’ll do.”
Baker said he wants Hinds
County to be the county others
in the state look to emulate.
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Wa r d 2 C i t y C o u n c i l m a n M e l v i n P r i e s t e r J r.
reports on “1st 100 Days in Office” in
OPEN LETTER to Jackson Citizens
Dear Jackson Citizens:
October 9, 2013, marks my 100th day of being your city
councilman for Ward 2. In addition to saying “thank you”
for this opportunity to serve, I want to take a moment to
highlight a few of the things I have been working on/fighting for during my first 100 days in service.
I am particularly proud of leading the charge that successfully restored bus service between JPS and after-school
programs run by the City of Jackson. In addition to making
sure that children get to our after-school programs, I have
strengthened the youth programs being offered by the City,
for example, by establishing a branch of the music education group Today’s Future Sound here in Jackson.
Children at the Virgy P. Middleton Center in Presidential Hills have already released an album of original music
from the collaboration I started between the City of Jackson and Today’s Future Sound. (The original music can be
found online at: http://todaysfuturesound.bandcamp.com/
album/todays-future-sound-and-councilman-melvin-priester-jr-present-jacksonbeats.)
Another initiative I am proud to have started is the Ward
2 Community Movie Night. I firmly believe that one of our
biggest problems in Jackson is our lack of positive outlets
for kids and families. Accordingly, I’ve been doing Community Movie Nights at churches and community centers
across Ward 2. Each of these nights kicks off with presentations by city leaders, such as myself and law enforcement
leaders, followed by a family friendly movie.
We’ve had these events in Presidential Hills, the
Queens, and Fresh Start/North Meadows neighborhoods.
As a companion to the Community Movie Nights, I have
also started a program called the Community PA in which
I help community groups, artists, and others by providing,
free of charge, sound and video equipment.
Since starting this program in August, the Community
PA has been used by everyone from the Unitarian Church
on State Street (after a break-in left them without sound
equipment) to the ACLU and organizers of the 50th Anniversary of the March on Washington Rally held at the
State Capitol.
In terms of infrastructure, I have gotten roads and potholes repaired throughout Ward 2, particularly on Gary Rd.
in Pocahontas Heights, Mimosa Dr., Bounds St., in Woodlea and Woodhaven, Presidential Hills, and other neighborhoods. We have gotten numerous ditches cleaned (though I
recognize that much remains to be done, especially in Presidential Hills) and addressed numerous waterline breaks.
I have helped constituents on Berwood Drive in their efforts to get speed bumps placed on their streets. On Flag
Chapel, I have gotten temporary dividers for a problem
with a bridge in the community, and I am working with
personnel in the Public Works Department to design a new
safety barrier for that bridge.
I am proud to regularly attend neighborhood meetings in
Ward 2. If I have not been to a meeting with your neighborhood association or community group, that is because you

are not on the city’s list and I ask you to contact me directly
so that I can participate in your meetings.
With respect to crime, I have worked closely with
neighborhood associations to get increased patrols and protection where requested, such as on Watkins Place. I am
particularly pleased with how we have worked with law
enforcement and public works personnel to provide better
protection and repair lighting in Lake Hico Park and in the
community park in the Norwood Neighborhood.
One initiative we have started with Commander Davis
of Precinct 3 is having a regular monthly meeting with area
businesses and having a regular monthly meeting with the
managers of apartment complexes in Ward 2, so that we
can provide assistance as requested and collectively brainstorm about the needs of these important components of
Ward 2.
As for economic development, I am working with several groups to change the zoning process in the City of
Jackson to make it more efficient and transparent.
I have worked to develop business associations in Ward
2. I have voted in favor of infrastructure projects such as
the Fortification Street Repairs, and I have worked closely
with our mayor to improve the City’s relationship with key
employers in the City, such as University Medical Center
(UMC).
I have met with representatives of Mississippi Development Authority (MDA) and the Tourism Department of
the State on ways to bring business to Jackson. I have also
worked to connect citizens with loan programs and reached
out to those who have considered opening a business in
Ward 2 or have just opened a business in Ward 2, to make
sure that we are meeting their needs.
As the first 100 days come to a close, I am proud to
have a perfect attendance record at City Council meetings
(both regular Council meetings and Committee meetings).
We have significant challenges that we are still working
on day-by-day, such as drainage/flooding, but we have
budgeted expressly for these issues and will be rolling-out
some new approaches to them in coming months.
I look forward to having more to report at the 200th day
mark as a City Councilman, on issues such as Lake Hico,
Farish St., and the EPA consent decree. Also, downtown is
progressing with developments such as the Westin Hotel
(which I have consistently voted in favor of).
In conclusion, I say once again, “Thank You” for the opportunity to serve. I can honestly admit that I have never
worked harder than I have worked over the last 100 days.
But every day, I am more and more energized by the people
of Jackson and your desire to improve our great metropolis.
If you need anything, please do not hesitate to contact me at
601-960-1091 or mpriester@city.jackson.ms.us.
Sincerely,
MELVIN V. PRIESTER JR.
CITY COUNCILMAN, WARD 2
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Alcorn Homecoming
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University. The Braves won
the game.
Alcorn’s band under Dr.
Ronaldo Murray’s tutelage
was featured, along with the
dancing of the Golden Girls.

Jerry Komia Domatob is
a professor and the interim
chair of mass communication
at Alcorn. An author, journalist, photographer, poet and
researcher, he is currently

working on three projects.
His latest publications are:
Communication, Culture and
Human Rights and Positive
Vibrations. Contact him at:
Jdomatob@yahoo.com.

Miss Alcorn Carmen Gibbs and Avery Ford (C) and their court

Domatob and star drummer Tommy Green

ASU Braves Football Team 2013

support for the candidate, Crump,
who is the president of the Jackson alumni chapter of Valley
State, asked Bynum how he
would address some dissention
among the Valley State alumni.
Bynum said he would work to
make Valley a model institution,
and the alumni association has to
come together and act as one and
not as different groups.
Bounds said in support of Bynum, “Valley has to be accessible and affordable. For many
students a couple hundred dollars for books may look like a
thousand dollars and he [Bynum]
understands that. He understands
what it takes to move beyond the
poverty cycle.”
Byrum, citing his upbringing
in Rocky Mountain as similar to
Itta Bena in terms of poverty, said
he was pleased to have the opportunity to “give back to those who
came through similar situations.”
Dr. John S. Wilson Jr., president
of Morehouse College, said, “Dr.
Bynum was an effective leader at
Morehouse. I expect that he will
be a student-friendly president
with an impressive vision and execution strategy for Mississippi
Valley State University.”
During a campus visit, Bynum
met with campus constituency
groups of students, faculty, staff,
alumni and community members
who were able to pose questions
to him and share their thoughts
and concerns. Attendees then
provided feedback to the Board
of Trustees, which was reviewed
during the board meeting on
campus.
The Campus Listening Sessions began Tuesday, August 27,
2013 on the Mississippi Valley
State University campus. Applicants for the position were accepted through August 1, 2013.
According to the Associated

www.mississippilink.com

Press (AP), College Board spokeswoman
Caron
Blanton said Bynum will start fulltime November 6
at an annual salary
of $205,000 with
a possibility of an
increase from donations.
The AP also reported that Roosevelt Yarbrough,
president of Valley’s alumni association, said he
still wants Valley
State to be led by MVSU alumni William Harden and Mary Crump
an alumnus. “Nobody’s going to
convince me we
don’t have qualified Valley grads
out there who can
lead the university
in the way it needs
to go.”
Ya r b o r o u g h
reportedly complained that because the College
Board won’t say
who the other candidates were, it IHL Commissioneer Hank Bounds Photos by ayesha k.
was hard to judge Mustafaa
whether Bynum
was the best choice.
public universities in MississipValley is struggling with falling pi, including Alcorn State Unienrollment and buildings in disre- versity; Delta State University;
pair. The AP reported that “some Jackson State University; Missisalumni fear that the College sippi State University including
Board is trying to neglect Valley the Mississippi State University
to death, saying it’s a stealth ver- Division of Agriculture, Forestry
sion of the proposal that Haley and Veterinary Medicine; MisBarbour floated to merge Mis- sissippi University for Women;
sissippi’s three historically black Mississippi Valley State Univercolleges. That plan went nowhere sity; the University of Missisin the Legislature.”
sippi including the University of
The Mississippi Board of Mississippi Medical Center; and
Trustees of State Institutions of the University of Southern MisHigher Learning governs the sissippi.

ASU Golden Girls 2013

PSA

Thank you for your interest in employment with Hinds County Sheriff’s Office. The
Employment Section of the Human Resources Division seeks qualified individuals to fill
positions for Detention Officer, Dispatcher, Deputy Sheriff, Investigator, Warrant Officer,
job vacancies. Be subject to a thorough background investigation and personal interviews
by department personnel; Demonstrate honesty and integrity by successfully completing
pre-employment drug testing; Be fingerprinted and subjected to a search of local, state, and
national records of arrest and fingerprint files.

James Ira Duke Qualified as an
Independent Candidate Hinds County
Supervisor District 4
James Ira Duke has announced his
intention to run for Hinds County Supervisor,
District 4. He has qualified to run as an
Independent Candidate in the November
5th General Election.
Duke is a residence of Raymond,
Mississippi and attends Raymond United
Methodist Church. He is a graduate of
Mississippi State University with three
degrees. Duke was married for 41 years
to Gail Gilmore Duke who retired from
Merchants and Planters Bank in Raymond
and was Instructor of Court Reporting at
Hinds Community College before her death
in 2006. They have one daughter Decunda
Duke Bozeman, who is a graduate of
Hinds Community College and Alcorn State
University.
Duke taught Agriculture at Raymond High
School for 25 years. He is an adjunct
faculty member on the Raymond Campus
of Hinds Community College.

Duke was inducted into the Mississippi
Agricultural Teachers Hall of Fame. He was
also selected as Mississippi Agricultural
Teacher of the Year and as an Outstanding
Young Educator of the Year.
Duke owns and operates Rocking D
Cattle Ranch in Hinds County. He is a
Past President and Youth Advisor of the
Mississippi Simmental-Simbrah Cattle
Association.
Duke’s campaign priorities are:
1. To Improve County Roads
2. No Tax Increases
3. Boost County Jobs and Businesses
4. To Create a Strong Working Relationship
with County Board Members
Duke is the only candidate for District 4
Supervisor with a proven track record of
working with all types of people.
Duke is grateful for the encouragement and
support for his candidacy for Supervisor of
District 4, and would be most appreciative
of your vote in the general election on
Tuesday, November 5th.

Paid for by Ira Duke for Supervisor Campaign
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Women’s Fund of Mississippi honors 10 “Women
of Vision” and issues 11 “anniversary grants”
The Mississippi Link Newswire
The Women’s Fund of Mississippi (WFM) will celebrate its
10th Anniversary at the Jackson
Convention Complex, 105 E. Pascagoula St., in the Trustmark Ballroom and will honor 10 “Women
of Vision” as those “who have
brought genuine change to Mississippi.”
The anniversary luncheon commemorating its 10 years of grant
making and advocacy to improve
the lives of women and their children in Mississippi will be held October 24, 2013, 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Master of Ceremonies will be Dr.
Robert Pearigen, president, Millsaps College.
According to WFM, “Women
now achieve more in academics,
wield more purchasing power, and
are starting and growing businesses at a much faster rate than men.
Women are making breakthroughs
in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics - fields more often associated with male achievement.”
At the same time, Carol Penick,
executive director of WFM, said,
“… [I]n Mississippi, women are
more economically disadvantaged,
still rank second highest in teen
births in the nation, experience
much more violence, earn less, and
are dramatically underrepresented
in positions of leadership across all
sectors.
“Our mission is ‘Economic Security for Women’ and we will continue to focus our philanthropic efforts toward programs that provide
access to comprehensive sex education, teen friendly health services
and access to job training, financial
literacy and leadership development.”
The 10 Women of Vision honorees were selected because they
“have made genuine changes in
healthcare, education, racial reconciliation, the environment, economic independence, journalism,
civil and human rights, and the arts
throughout Mississippi and the nation.” They are:
• Helen Barnes, MD, former professor of obstetrics and gynecology
at UMMC and one of the first African-American women physicians
to practice medicine in Mississippi;
• Martha Bergmark, founding
president and CEO of the Mississippi Center for Justice;
• L. C. Dorsey, DSW (posthumously), former director of social
services for Mid-Delta Head Start,
associate director of the Southern
Coalition on Jails and Prisons; assistant professor of Social Work at
Jackson State and Mississippi Valley State Universities;
• Winifred Green, president and
founder of the Southern Coalition
for Educational Equity;
• Seetha Srinivasan, director
emerita of the University Press of
Mississippi;
• Natasha Trethewey, poet laureate of Mississippi, poet laureate of
the United States, and a Pulitzer
Prize winner;
• Kathryn L. Wiener, philanthropist and founding member of the
Women’s Fund;
• Myrlie Evers-Williams, founder and chair of The Medgar and
Myrlie Evers Institute and distinguished scholar-in-residence at Alcorn State University;
• Elise Winter, former First Lady
of Mississippi, philanthropist and
advocate for Public Education and
Racial Reconciliation, and founding member of Habitat for Humanity Metro Jackson; and
• Leila Clark Wynn, philanthropist and supporter of education, the
environment and cultural institutions.
The Women’s Fund of Mississippi’s operating belief is “When
women are economically secure,
safe and healthy, then families and
communities are economically secure, safe and healthy.”
WFM is a member of the Women’s Funding Network, one of the
largest collaborative philanthropic
networks in the world with 160

funds and foundations
that support women’s
solutions across the
globe.
It also is marking its
10th anniversary by
investing $506,000 in
11 programs statewide,
where organizations
will receive grants Dorsey
ranging from $10,000
to $160,000 to advance
economic security of women and
girls across the state.
In its 10 years overall, WFM
has invested over $2 million into
Mississippi nonprofits for social
change and economic self-sufficiency. Yet, according to WFM,
less than seven percent of philanthropic dollars nationwide go to
programs that support women and
girls.
The 10 organizations to receive
WFM grants this year are:
• Mississippi First - Creating
Healthy and Responsible Teens
(C.H.A.R.T.), $10,000 to continue
statewide advocacy for medically
accurate comprehensive sex education in all school districts;
• Southeast Mississippi Rural
Health Initiative, Inc., $15,000 for
youth-friendly health services at
Hattiesburg High School campus
and community clinics;
• Southern Bancorp Community Partners - Asset Builders
Campaign, of Coahoma County,
$40,000 to provide credit counseling, financial education and other
asset building services primarily to
single working mothers;
• CLIMB Community Development Corporation’s Workforce
Training Institute of Gulfport,
$40,000 to offer job training and
personal development programs
with sex education and improved
behaviors for at-risk women ages
16 - 19;
• Mississippi Council on Economic Education’s IDA Program,
$40,000 to provide financial literacy education and creation of
individual development accounts
(IDAs) for 15 young women attending Lanier High School in
Jackson and for post-secondary
education expenses;
• Mississippi Center for Justice
Fair Lending Campaign, $40,000
to recruit employers and financial
institutions statewide to create new
small dollar loan products with
reasonable terms that ‘low-wealth’
women can access through their
jobs;
• Institute of Southern Jewish
Life’s ‘Talk About the Problems’
(T.A.P.), $40,000 to provide leadership development training for
middle school students in resolving conflicts peacefully, exposing
young women to legal field career
paths;
• Sunflower County Freedom
Project’s Freedom Fellowship,
$40,000 to provide core academics, arts enrichment, health, educational travel and character development for at-risk youth;
• Mississippi Office of Nursing
Workforce’s MS Delta Funding
Collaborative, $40,000 to enhance
its multi-dimensional approach to
attract diverse, disadvantaged, low
income women in health care careers and opportunities for career
development;
• University of Mississippi
Medical Center School of Nursing:
Midtown Teen Wellness Center at
UNACARE, $41,000 to provide
metro Jackson high school students
access to primary and preventive
health care; and
• Mississippi Community College Board’s “Two Generation
Approach,” $160,000 to provide
tuition and wrap around support
services for low-income, female
students dually enrolled in adult
basic education/GED and workforce, career and technical education programs at five community
colleges.
Tickets for the Women of Vision
2013 Tribute and Luncheon are
$100 each and include admission
to the event, lunch and a commem-

Green

Evers

Seetha

Tretheway

Bergmark

orative tribute book, all while supporting the work of the Women’s
Fund.
For more information, call 601326-3001 or email kathy@womensfundms.org.
To learn more about the Women’s Fund of Mississippi, visit www.
womensfundms.org.
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Appeal
Continued from page 1

standards of worker treatment enshrined in International Labor Organization
(ILO) core labor standards, UN human rights
principles, and other international norms,” Compa
said.
“Workers and everyone
in the Canton community
are appreciative of this research on the unfair treatment of Nissan workers,”
said Cong. Bennie Thompson (D-Miss). “I and the
entire Canton community
continue to stand with
workers in Mississippi,
because they deserve the
freedom to organize a
union if they so choose,
free from implied threats.”
According to the report,
the International Labor
Organization’s (ILO) 1998

Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights
at Work and ILO Conventions 87 and 98 are the
foundation of international standards on workers’
freedom of association.
They prohibit:
• Imposing pressure, instilling fear, and making
threats of any kind that
undermine workers’ right
to freedom of association.
• Creating an atmosphere of intimidation and
fear with respect to union
organizing.
• Pressuring or threatening retaliatory measures
against workers if they
choose union representation.
• Denying reasonable
access for workers to hear
from union representatives
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inside the workplace.
Workers at Nissan’s
Canton plant, who are
supported by a growing
student movement, community organizations and
trade unions around the
world, described in the
report treatment that they
say violates the ILO’s
1998 declaration and conventions 87 and 98 - standards included as well in
the UN Global Compact,
which Nissan joined in
2004.
The report’s authors
were calling on Nissan to
specifically:
• Affirm workers’ right
to organize in keeping
with the core labor standards of the ILO and ILO
Convention 87 on freedom
of association.

ton plant, and engage with
Nissan management to
encourage adoption of the
recommendations in this
report.’”
It also called on “ … The
United Nations Global
Compact and the OECD
… [to] consider whether
the company’s actions in
Canton are consistent with
its commitments to, and
obligations under, international labor standards.”
The group in Washington said Nissan recognizes
and bargains with unions
at almost all of its operations globally, but not in
the U.S.
For more information,
contact Lauren Llewellyn
at (804) 675-8153; visit
the website www.dobetternissan.org
Compa

• Make clear that Nissan
will not close the plant or
fail to introduce new product lines because workers
choose union representation.
• Assure workers that if
they choose representation, Nissan will negotiate
in good faith with a sincere
desire to reach a collective
bargaining agreement; and
• Grant access to UAW
representatives, so that
employees can receive
information from them inside the workplace.
The report also recommended that “socially
responsible
investment
firms ‘… re-evaluate their
portfolio holdings of Nissan stock in light of ILO
standards and the company’s actions at the Can-
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Kenya clamps down on
Family: Man who set self
unregistered cellphone lines on fire was mentally ill
By Tom Odula
Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya - Kenyan authorities are cracking
down on vendors who do not
register people for cellphone
lines, following revelations
that the terrorists who attacked a Nairobi mall last
month communicated using
unregistered lines, officials
said Oct. 8.
Al-Qaida-linked
Somali
militant group al-Shabab has
claimed responsibility for the
Sept. 21 terrorist attack that
killed at least 67 people at
the Westgate Mall in Nairobi.
Kenya’s military released
images from closed-circuit
television footage in the mall
that appeared to show at least
one of the suspected terrorist
speaking on a cellphone.
Four chief executives of
mobile phone companies
have been questioned by
investigating officers over
their firms’ registration of
activated cellphone lines,
said Kenya’s Director of the
Criminal Investigations Department Ndegwa Muhoro.
“We have arrested and
prosecuted a number of vendors who were selling these
SIM cards and we summoned
the CEOs of these firms to explain what they have done to
stop the crime,” said Muhoro.
Police investigating the terror attack lack information
on the people who bought the
SIM cards and that information would have assisted with

In this photo taken from footage from Citizen TV, via the Kenya Defence Forces
and made available Friday, Oct. 4 2013, a man reported to be Khatab Alkene,
one of the four armed militants walking in a store at the Westgate Mall, during
the four-day-long siege at the Westgate Mall in Nairobi, Kenya. AP Photo/ Kenyan Defence forces via Citizen TV

their investigations in to the
attack, he said.
The chief executive officers of Safaricom, Telekom
Kenya, Essar Telecom Kenya
and Airtel Kenya later denied
there are active SIM cards
which are unregistered.
The mobile operators said
that since the publication of
SIM registration regulations,
all four operators “have gone
over and above what is required by law.”
“We wish to inform the
general public that since the
publication of the SIM registration regulations in January
of 2013, the mobile operators
continue to maintain and update a registered subscriber

base of over 30 million mobile phone users,” the mobile
operators said in a joint statement.
Vodafone PLC is a substantial shareholder in Safaricom, which is publicly listed.
France Telecom has majority shareholding of Telekom
Kenya, and Essar Telecom
Kenya is owned by the Essar
Group and run by the brand
yuMobile in Kenya.
In 2010 Kenya made it
mandatory for all SIM cards
to be registered following
an upsurge of phone-related
crimes. At the time kidnappers were receiving ransoms
through mobile money transfer services.

U. S. to follow humane
tactics questioning al-Libi
By Eileen Sullivan
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Aboard a
Navy warship, U.S. investigators
are likely playing good cop/bad
cop, shouting and banging their
hands on a table to get suspected
al-Qaida operative Abu Anas alLibi to give up key intelligence.
That’s what they’re allowed to
do, anyway. What interrogators
shouldn’t be doing is putting a
hood over al-Libi’s head, waterboarding him or depriving him of
food.
Al-Libi was captured in a raid
Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013, and is
being held aboard the USS San
Antonio, a warship mainly used
to transport troops. Instead of
sending suspected terrorists to
Guantanamo Bay or secret CIA
“black” sites for interrogation,
the Obama administration is
questioning them aboard U.S. naval vessels.
A team of U.S. investigators
from the military, intelligence
agencies and the Justice Department has been sent to question
him, two law enforcement officials told The Associated Press,
speaking on condition of anonymity because they weren’t authorized to discuss the ongoing
operation.
“We know that al-Libi planned
and helped execute plots that
killed hundreds of people,”
Obama told a news conference
Oct. 8. “We have strong evidence
of that, and he will be brought to
justice.”
While the U.S. once held people in secret prisons, questioned
them over long periods of time,
put duct tape over their eyes
or forced them to strip naked,
the Obama administration has
swapped the secret “black sites”
for battleships, acknowledged the
capture and detention of a wanted
terrorist and promised to stick
to approved interrogation tactics
like making sure the detainee has
four hours of continuous sleep in
a 24-hour period.
Al-Libi is being detained in

military custody under the law of
war, which means he can be captured and held indefinitely as an
enemy combatant. He has long
been sought for his role in the
1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Africa and has been under
indictment since 2000.
“For the most part, the Obama
administration has made positive steps, banned the most abusive techniques and prohibited
torture,” said Laura Pitter, counterterrorism adviser at Human
Rights Watch. But some of the 19
allowed techniques defined in the
Army Field Manual can still be
problematic, she said. And, Pitter
said, al-Libi should be brought to
federal court to face his charges.
State Department spokeswoman Marie Harf said al-Libi is being treated humanely.
“The president made it clear
when he came into office that
some of the tactics that had been
used in previous years weren’t
going to be used anymore,” Harf
said. Those tactics include hooding prisoners, stripping them naked and forcing them to perform
or mimic sexual acts, beating or
electrocuting them or subjecting
them to mock executions.
But the approved techniques
are only good if there is good supervision, said Steve Kleinman, a
former U.S. military senior interrogator.
“The more we keep it hidden
and the more we make it look like
a dark art, that’s the impression
we’re going to give the world,”
Kleinman said.
Some Republicans in Congress, however, say the allowed
techniques don’t go far enough,
and al-Libi should be sent to
Guantanamo Bay for indefinite
questioning.
It was unclear if or when alLibi would be brought to the U.S.
to face charges.
The Obama administration
publicly debuted the naval ship
interrogation tactic in 2011 when
it captured Ahmed Abdulkadir
Warsame, a Somali citizen who

This file image from the FBI website
shows Abu Anas al-Libi, an al-Qaeda
leader connected to the 1998 embassy bombings in eastern Africa and
wanted by the United States for more
than a decade. AP Photo/FBI, File
the U.S. government said helped
support and train al-Qaida-linked
militants. Warsame was questioned aboard a U.S. warship
for two months before he went
to New York to face terrorism
charges. He pleaded guilty earlier
this year and agreed to tell the
FBI what he knew about terror
threats and, if necessary, testify
for the government.
The interrogators sent to question al-Libi are part the same
group that questioned Warsame
- the High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group. The Obama administration created the group of
interrogators in 2009 to juggle the
need to extract intelligence from
captured suspected terrorists and
preserve evidence for a criminal
trial.
Under interrogation, Warsame
gave up what officials called
important intelligence about alQaida in Yemen and its relationship with al-Shabab militants in
Somalia. Because those sessions
were conducted before Warsame
was read his Miranda rights, the
intelligence could be used to underpin military strikes or CIA actions but were not admissible in
court. After that interrogation was
complete, the FBI stepped in and
started the questioning over in a
way that could be used in court.

In this Oct. 4, 2013 file photo, people run to John Constantino who set himself on fire on the National Mall in Washington, Monday, Oct. 7. AP Photo/Katy Scheflen, File
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The
death of a New Jersey man
who set himself on fire on the
National Mall was the result
of his long fight with mental
illness, not a political statement, his family said.
John Constantino, 64, of
Mount Laurel, N.J., poured
the contents of a canister of
gasoline on himself in the
center portion of the mall
Oct. 4, police said. He then
set himself ablaze, with passing joggers taking off their

shirts to help put out the
flames.
Police had said Constantino was conscious and breathing at the scene, but he died
later that night at a Washington hospital.
“John Constantino was a
loving father and husband.
His death was not a political act or statement, but the
result of his long battle with
mental illness,” his family said in a statement issued
through attorney Jeffrey Cox.
The statement did not ad-

dress the nature of the mental
illness.
The family said in the
statement that it “would like
to acknowledge the heroism
of the paramedics and bystanders who attempted to
save Constantino.”
The family “is shocked and
deeply saddened,” the statement said. Describing the
incident as a “personal family matter and not an issue of
public concern,” it asked that
the media respect its request
for privacy.

Soldiers in fatal stabbing
due in Washington court
By Mike Baker
Associated Press
SEATTLE - There may
have been some “trash talk”
between a car full of black
soldiers and three white soldiers on foot, but race was
not the main issue in the
weekend stabbing death of
a soldier near a large Army
base in Washington, police
and prosecutors said.
A key piece of evidence was
found Oct. 7 when searchers
located the knife in a wooded
area of Tillicum, about three
miles from Lakewood where
the soldier was killed. Both
communities are near Joint
Base Lewis-McChord.
Three soldiers arrested
for investigation of murder
where scheduled to make
their first court appearance
Oct. 8 in Pierce County Superior Court.
Spc. Tevin Geike, 20,
of Summerville, S.C., was
walking with two other soldiers early Oct. 5 when words
were exchanged with someone in a car. The car stopped
and five people confronted
the three, police said.
The groups were separating after realizing they were
After the FBI read Warsame
his rights, he opted to keep talking for days, helping the government build its case.
The Obama administration’s
detention strategy - defined in
actions only - has raised some
questions about using “law of
war” powers to circumvent the
safeguards of the U.S. criminal
justice system.
“It appears to be an attempt to
use assertion of law of war powers to avoid constraint and safeguards in the criminal justice
system,” said Hina Shamsi, an
attorney with the American Civil
Liberties Union and the director
of the civil rights organization’s
national security project. “I am
very troubled if this is the pattern
that the administration is setting
for itself.”

all active duty soldiers when
Geike was fatally stabbed.
Police had said a racial motive was under investigation and potentially a hate crime.
However, both prosecutor
Mark Lindquist and Lakewood Police Lt. Chris Lawler
said there was no indication
that there was racial hatred
or that the men were seeking
out people of a certain race to
attack.
“Both friends of the victim and friends of the suspect
agree that race was not the issue here,” Lindquist told The
News Tribune. “Detectives
reported to me that there may
have been some trash talk, but
that race was a non-issue.”
Two of the five suspects
are cooperating with law enforcement and were not being held in custody, authorities said.
Lindquist told The Seattle
Times it appears “there was
only one individual who
stabbed the victim.” He said
prosecutors were trying to
learn more about the roles of
the other two men arrested.
One of those arrested, Jeremiah Hill, had asked for first
aid for a knife wound on his
Al-Libi’s case is different from
Warsame’s in that he already has
been indicted for allegedly conducting “visual and photographic
surveillance” of the U.S. Embassy in Nairobi that was attacked in
1998. Warsame was indicted after
he was questioned aboard the naval ship.
The ACLU’s Shamsi said it’s
a good thing that al-Libi was not
being held secretly, as was the
policy during the Bush administration. But, she said, al-Libi
should be entitled to counsel and
a speedy trial.
Prisoners do have a right to a
speedy trial, but there’s no reason the U.S. needs to rush al-Libi
to court. That’s because in 2010
U.S. District Judge Lewis Kaplan ruled that the government
could prosecute al-Qaeda suspect

right hand, according to police. Authorities said another
soldier stated that Hill said
he cut his hand when stabbing a guy to death over the
weekend.
Police described Hill, 23,
as the “main suspect” and
said he did not make a statement and asked for a lawyer.
Cedarium Johnson, 21, and
Ajoni Runnion-Bareford, 21,
were also booked into the
Pierce County Jail Oct. 7,
Lakewood police said.
Someone in the car shouted
a racial comment toward the
white soldiers who shouted
something back, leading to
the face-off, police said.
As the men from the car
were leaving, one appeared
to bump into Geike as he
walked past. Geike’s friends
discovered he had been
stabbed.
The two groups of soldiers
did not know each other, police said.
Geike was an aviation
operations specialist and a
member of the 7th Infantry Division. He entered the
Army in October 2010 and
arrived at JBLM in April
2011.

Ahmed Ghailani in New York,
despite holding him for five years
in CIA and military custody. Kaplan said the delay didn’t violate
Ghailani’s speedy-trial rights because the government has the authority to detain suspects during
wartime. Kaplan is also the judge
in al-Libi’s case.
The Obama administration has
said it can hold high-value detainees on a ship for as long as it
needs to. During his confirmation
hearing in June 2011 to be the
head of U.S. Special Operations
Command, Adm. William McRaven said the U.S. could keep a
detainee on a ship for as long as
it takes to determine whether the
U.S. could prosecute the suspect
in civilian court or whether the
U.S. could return the suspect to
another country.
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28th annual Pig Pickin’ a success
The Mississippi Link Newswire
The Delta State University
Alumni Association held the 28th
annual Pig Pickin’ last weekend
at Statesmen Park. With a large
crowd of alumni, friends, students, and prospective students,
the event was another success.
Over 1,300 people came
through the serving lines and had
a plate of their choice of pulled
pork or BBQ chicken along with
either Cajun or original sausage
provided by Polk’s Meats from
Magee, Miss.
The BBQ was prepared by a
group of volunteers including
Tom Janoush, Jay Burchfield, Jamie van Vulpen, Eddie Vaughn,
David Griffith, Milan Killebrew,
and many others.
The event would not have
been possible without the help
of all the volunteers and event
sponsors, including Polk’s Meat,
who has sponsored the event for
the past eight years. Sponsors
were treated to the Polk’s Sponsors Social the night before Pig
Pickin.’
This year’s sponsor’s included:
Wal-Mart, Bolivar Medical Center, Cleveland Medical Clinic,
PLLC and Wright Surgical Services, Casey Family Programs,
Air Evac Lifeteam, State Farm
Agent-Patrick Davis, Faurecia

Scene from Delta State University Alumni Association’s 28th annual
Pig Pickin’

2013 Pig Pickin’ BBQ Winners

Automotive Seating, Regions
Bank, Aramark, Jammin’ 104,
AM 1490 WCLD, Power 106.5,
96.5 WKDJ, Majic 107.5, Boyle
Lumber, Mississippi Tennis
Association, WABG, Needle
Specialty Products, Pafford
Medical Services, Lampard’s,
Tallahatchie County Correctional
Facility, Vowells Marketplace,
Cleveland Trophy, Barnes &
Noble, Robinson Electric, Nehi
Bottling Company, Fat Baby’s
Catfish House, Delta OB/GYN,
Huddle House-F & H Ventures,
Abrahams, Sonic Drive In, Bolivar Urology Clinic, PA, Mississippi Land Bank, Renasant
Bank, Baxter Healthcare, Shelby
Air Service, The Image Specialist, Denton Dairy Products, The

Other activities included the
Delta State Alumni Co-Ed Cheerleading Reunion, the Delta Down
and Dirty Youth Obstacle and
Challenge Run, and the Mississippi Tennis Association, which
was on campus with their Sport
Court to promote youth tennis.
Different areas of Delta State
were also present including the
Student Success Center, the
Dedicated Statesmen Association, Library Services, Graduate
and Continuing Education, and
Barnes and Noble Bookstore.
The various Pig Pickin’ events
led up to the football showdown
between Delta State and Florida
Institute of Technology, which
resulted in a 52-31 win for the
Statesmen.

Sweetery, Kossman’s Inc., Peter’s Pottery, Guaranty Bank,
The Cleveland Current, Walgreens, Planters Bank & Trust, H
Squared, Backdraft, Western Sizzlin, Bolivar Commercial, Lost
Pizza Company, Cleveland State
Bank, Meador & Crump, Locals,
Civil Solutions, Byrd Service
Station, and Rogers Entomological Services.
Many other events were also
taking place on campus in conjunction with Pig Pickin’ including DSU Day, hosted by the Office of Admissions. Over 250
prospective students and parents
participated in DSU Day before
heading over to Statesmen Park
to enjoy the Pig Pickin’ festivities.

A group of 22 cook teams competed in this year’s competition. The winners included the following:

Best Booth
Some Pig

Best Sauce

3rd – Barn Rub’s BBQ
2nd – Kindom Foods
1st – Tag Team

Best Beans

3rd – Kindom Foods
2nd – Barn Rub’s BBQ
1st – Hoggie Style

Sausage Anyway

3rd – Delta Boys Smokers
2nd – Pecan Bayou Smokers
1st – Ubon’s

Best Chicken

3rd – Deliverance Smokers
2nd – Ubon’s
1st – Some Pig

Best Ribs

3rd – Tag Team Smokers
2nd – Riverside Smokers
1st – Big Daddy Woo Woo’s BBQ

Best Pork

3rd – Some Pig
2nd – Smokehouse Posse
1st – Fat Side Up

The Grand Champions were
Big Daddy Woo Woo’s BBQ.

JSU hosts High School and JSU professor appointed to
board for national association
Community College Day
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Members of the Stockbridge-Jonesboro Chapter of
the Kappa League joined more
than 3,000 potential Jackson
State University students at
High School and Community
College Day Saturday, Oct. 5.
Participants from as far as
Chicago and Houston visited
campus and learned about the
many offerings at JSU. After
informative sessions and campus tours, the students attended the JSU vs. Arkansas-Pine
Bluff football game.

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University
professor Dr. Judy A. Meredith was elected to the National Fulbright Board Association’s Board of Directors.
Meredith will serve beginning Jan. 1, 2014 until Dec.
31, 2016.
Representing diverse facets of American society, Fulbright board members select
students, scholars, teachers
and others from the United
States and abroad to participate in Fulbright exchanges.
Meredith is currently an
assistant professor in the
Department of Mass Communication at Jackson State
University. She has had a
diverse career as a broadcast
journalist and an educator.
As a former TV news report-

er, she has worked at a
number of stations in
Jackson and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Meredith received a
Bachelor of Science in
Music Education from
Lincoln University in
Missouri, a Master of
Arts in English (Mass
Communication Concentration) from Jackson State University
in Mississippi, and a
Ph.D. in Public Policy
and
Administration Dr. Judy A. Meredith
from Mississippi State
University. In 1997, she was lished as a monograph by
awarded a Fulbright scholar- Lambert Academic Publishship to study “Communica- ing in Germany. It explores
tion Sciences and the Media the glass ceiling for women
in administration at pubin Germany.”
In September 2010, Mer- lic universities in the Deep
edith’s dissertation was pub- South.

JSU alum selected as associate
vice president at MVSU
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University
alum Dr. Howard O. Gibson
has been selected as Mississippi Valley State University’s Associate Vice President
for Student Affairs, Enrollment Management and Diversity.
As Associate Vice President for Student Affairs, Enrollment Management and
Diversity, Gibson will the
vice president for Student
Affairs, Enrollment Management and Diversity with
overseeing the operations of
the 11 units within Student
Affairs.
“The Office of Student Affairs is a learner-centered division focused on providing
quality programs and services that support the mission of the university and enhance the intellectual, social
and emotional development
of our students,” said Dr.
Jerald Jones Adley, MVSU
vice president for Student
Affairs, Enrollment Management and Diversity. “We are
very fortunate and excited to
have someone with his background and educational ex-

perience.”
Prior to Mississippi
Valley State University, Gibson served as
the executive assistant to the chancellor
at Baton Rouge Community College in Baton Rouge, La.
Other previous positions include business
development
specialist/instructor in the Title III
Program at Hinds
Community College Dr. Howard O. Gibson
- Utica Campus and
interim vice president for MVSU through participation
Academic Affairs, associate in clubs and organizations,
vice president for Academ- sports, leadership opportuniic Affairs, and dean of the ties, and a plethora of other
School of Business at Arkan- programs provided under the
sas Baptist College in Little umbrella of Student Affairs.”
Gibson is a 1994 graduRock, Ark.
“Not only am I excited ate of W.H. Lanier High
to have the opportunity to School in Jackson, Miss. He
work at Mississippi Valley received a Bachelor of BusiState University but also to ness Administration in Acreturn home to the state of counting from Jackson State
Mississippi,” said Gibson. University in 1998. He later
“It is my aspiration to con- received a Master of Busitinue the passion and integ- ness Administration in 2000
rity that Dr. Adley has set and the Doctor of Philosofor the division. I want stu- phy in Urban Higher Educadents to become engaged at tion in 2008.
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Myrlie Evers Williams helps
George Elementary
student uses birthday kick off A-TEAAM program
at Blackburn Middle School
to help others

Myrlie Evers Williams, center, was one of the speakers at the orientation ceremony for the A-TEAAM mentoring
program at Blackburn Middle School.

Madelyn Collins, 1st grader at George Elementary School, celebrated her 7th birthday by collecting canned food items with the entire school.

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Instead of asking for gifts
and a party for herself, a
George Elementary School
student decided to use the
celebration of her 7th birthday to collect canned food
for the needy and hungry.
The enthusiasm and compassion of Madelyn Collins,
a 1st grader at George, encouraged the entire school

The “Cat in the Hat” character from the popular Dr. Seuss
children’s book series stopped by to help Madelyn and her
George Elementary classmates celebrate her birthday.

to join her in collecting
canned food, and got the attention of Mississippi Public Broadcasting who presented her, her classmates,
and the entire school with
books to read during a surprise birthday party. They
also sponsored a surprise
visit by the famous Dr. Seuss book character “Cat in
the Hat.”

George Elementary students and staff collected
approximately 350 canned
food items and donated
them to the Gateway Rescue
Mission in Jackson.
Madelyn became motivated to raise awareness for
homelessness after observing homeless citizens living
under bridges in the Jackson
area.

Program participants and supporters in attendance pictured left to right: Monica Gilmore Love; JPS Board of
Trustees president; Timothy Collins, JPS Board secretary; Myrlie Evers Williams; Jackson Mayor Chokwe Lumumba
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Blackburn Middle School
kicked off the Ambassadors
of the Evers Academy for
African-American Males (ATEAAM) mentoring program
with an orientation ceremony,
Thursday, Sept. 26, 2013.
Thirty students and 60 mentors participated in the program. The mentors and mentees each took a pledge and
promise during the ceremony.
Each mentor was presented
with a black tie by their mentors as part of their official ATEAAM uniform.
Myrlie
Evers-Williams,
wife of slain civil rights activist Medgar Evers, and her
daughter Reena Evers-Everette, were on hand for the
event, which carries the name
of their late husband and father.
“Sit up, think, and act tall
because you are important,”
began Evers-Williams in her
remarks. “You may not understand it all completely, but you
are the future of all of us. We
hope and pray to work along
with you; and there’s nothing
like seeing strong, black men
move out into the community
and make change.”
In her remarks, JPS Board
President Monica GilmoreLove encouraged A-TEAAM
participants to take this experience and pass it on to others.
“I want you to share what
you gain from this program
with your peers and classmates,” she said. “When you
are asked why you are in those
black pants, white shirt, and
black tie, I want you to say,

‘I am a member of the Ambassadors for the A-TEAAM
project.’”
JPS Superintendent Dr. Cedrick Gray advised the young
men to be aware that their
roles as ambassadors come
with a responsibility to others.
“These young men will be
the drivers of the mission to
provide a better quality of life
for the young black boys in
the City of Jackson. Gentlemen, please don’t take what
you are doing for granted. You
are embarking upon a journey
that will forever set a precedent and a bar for other young
men to rise to.”
Jackson Mayor Chokwe Lumumba, who also addressed
the audience during the ceremony, serves as Honorary
Chairman of the A-TEAAM.
Other program participants
included Justin Green, Blackburn Middle School principal;
Juanita Sims Doty, JSD Foundation chair; Timothy Collins,
JPS Board secretary; and Vonda Beaty, JPS executive director of Middle Schools.
A-TEEAM is a mentorship
program for black males in
middle school. Mentors come
from Community Engagement
and Empowerment Network
(CEEN) volunteers. Mentors’ roles are to inspire the
participants to honor the life
and legacy of Medgar Evers.
The A-TEAAM’s purpose is
to improve the quality of life
for young black males by
equipping them with skills,
knowledge, and support of
caring mentors. Their interac-

tions are guided by a meaningful curriculum designed
to empower the students as
they navigate through middle
school.
The 21 organizations making up CEEN are:
International Community
Ambassadors Network; Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
Beta Delta Omega Chapter;
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Rho Lambda Omega
Chapter; Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., Upsilon Upsilon Omega Chapter; Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
Jackson Alumnae Chapter;
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc., Madison County Alumnae Chapter; Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Epsilon
Lambda; Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Rho Xi Lambda;
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Inc., Jackson Alumni Chapter;
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Inc., Canton-Madison Alumni Chapter; Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc., Beta Alpha
Chapter; Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Epsilon Kappa
Kappa; Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., Mu Sigma Chapter; Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc., Alpha Delta Zeta Chapter; The Links, Incorporated,
Jackson Chapter; The Links,
Incorporated, Le-Fleurs Bluff
Chapter; 100 Black Men of
Jackson; 100 Black Men
of Canton; Forward Lookers Federated Club; Jack and
Jill of America, Inc., Jackson
(MS) Chapter and the National Council of Negro Women,
Jackson Section.
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Insurers, others say
Pills made from poop cure
‘Obamacare’ glitches fixable serious gut infections

By Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The federal
government’s biggest foray into online commerce has left millions of
tech-savvy Americans thoroughly
bewildered.
But the insurance industry and
others experienced with rolling
out new programs say there’s still
enough time to fix the glitches with
President Barack Obama’s health
care law before uninsured people
start getting coverage on Jan. 1.
The online enrollment system at
healthcare.gov was down again for
upgrades in the wee hours of Oct.
8. It made its debut just a week ago
and technical experts already have
been called in to fix problems several times.
Consumers in different parts
of the country continued to report
delays, as well as problems setting
up security questions for their accounts. However, the administration said the site’s crowded electronic “waiting room” is thinning
out.
Despite the confusion, the insurance industry has held off public
criticism. Alarmed that only a trickle of customers got through initially, insurers now say enrollments are
starting to come in and they expect
things to improve.
The last major federal health care
launch - the Medicare prescription
drug program in 2006 - also had
big startup problems. Government
leaders who oversaw it say things
could look very different in a couple of months for Obama’s law if
the administration manages to get a
grip on the situation.
“There wasn’t enough time for
testing, so the dress rehearsal became opening night,” said Michael
Leavitt, who as President George
W. Bush’s top health official was
responsible for the Medicare drug
plan debut.
“They do have an incentive in
the next couple of weeks to get this
right,” added Leavitt, who currently
heads a consulting firm that advises
states on the health overhaul. “The
real crunch is going to be coming Nov. 15 through Jan. 1. That’s
when the system really has to func-

tion smoothly.”
The insurance
industry is calling
for patience. “This
is a marathon and
not a sprint,” Karen
Ignagni, head of the
trade group America’s Health Insurance Plans, said in a
statement. “We anticipate enrollments
will continue to increase in the days
and weeks ahead.”
FILE - In this Sept. 18, 2013 file photo, former
The
Affordable Health and Human Services Secretary Mike
Care Act - was de- Leavitt participates in a news conference near
signed to provide the steps of the Utah State Capitol in Salt Lake
insurance for people City. AP Photo/Rick Bowmer, File
who don’t have acworst enemy.
cess to coverage on
Technology experts say the probthe job. Middle-class uninsured
people can buy a government- lems are probably due to a comsubsidized private plan, while the bination of factors: unexpectedly
poor and near-poor will be steered high demand, as well as possible
to Medicaid in states that agree to software flaws and shortcomings
expand the safety net program. The in design. Sometimes a high volonline insurance markets were en- ume of users can expose software
visioned as the 21st century portal problems that went undetected in
testing, they said.
to an overhauled system.
The administration has mainly
But when the health care markets
went live last week, millions of cu- blamed high volume. The Health
rious Americans overwhelmed fed- and Human Services Department
eral and state insurance websites. said it is adding servers - workhorse
The level of interest could be read computer equipment - to the system
as a good sign, since polls just prior to handle the volume of user reto the launch found most uninsured quests.
Official media releases have
people unaware it was coming. Yet
for many, the consumer experience hinted at software and system dewas like a Saturday morning spent sign problems, without providing
twiddling thumbs at the local motor detail. For example, one referred to
procuring “dedicated hardware” for
vehicle department.
Some prospective customers got an unnamed “specific component
a screen that told them to wait - and of the system that became overnothing happened, for hours. Others stressed.”
Problems caused by website
started to sign up and got trapped by
a recurring glitch when they tried to overload should ease as more
set up security questions to protect equipment is added. Software and
their personal accounts. Some who design flaws are trickier to fix,
got through all the way to the end meaning more overnight repairs.
White House spokesman Jay
found their sessions had timed out,
Carney said officials would not reand they had to start over.
The federal website that serves lease enrollment data on an “hourly
36 states wasn’t the only prob- or daily or weekly basis,” although
lem; several states also had rough outside experts say the administralaunches. As Republicans opposed tion is certain to have those numto “Obamacare” showed they were bers. Officials regularly report
willing to shut down the govern- the number of unique visitors to
ment in an effort to stop it, the ad- healthcare.gov - they just don’t say
ministration seemed to be its own how many get to the end of the application. Those numbers will be
released at “regular monthly intervals,” Carney said.
Mark McClellan, who ran
Medicare during the bumpy
prescription program rollout in
2006, said during that time he
had detailed daily tracking stats,
and he’s sure the Obama administration must have at least the
same level of information.
“I would think they have a
ADULTS ONLY?
good handle not only on enrollment, but on each step of the
If the FDA had its way, the use of
with sun exposure at an early age.
process where the drop-offs are
tanning beds would be prohibited
Many tanning salon owners make
occurring,” McClellan said. “If
to anyone under age 18. While the
frequent claims that tanning beds
you aren’t tracking those kinds of
FDA has regulated sun lamps and
offer health benefits because they
tanning beds for more than three
provide a “base tan” that helps
performance metrics for the sysdecades, it has recently concluded
avoid sunburn. There is no such
tem in close to real time, it’s awfor the first time that these devices
thing as a safe tan.
fully hard to figure what’s wrong
should not be used by those under
THE
MISSISSIPPI
CANCER
18 years of age.
INSTITUTE offers the latest in
in order to fix it.”
advanced treatment technologies
This message is aimed at the 2.3
Now a health policy expert
million teenagers who tan indoors
to help improve patient’s chances
with
the nonpartisan Brookannually. According to recent
of survival and enhance quality
of life during treatment. Please
research, the risk of melanoma
ings Institution, McClellan said
is 75 percent
higher among
call 601-249-5510 to schedule an
the message for consumers is:
appointment, or visit us at 1501
individuals who have been exposed
“Take a deep breath. If you are
to ultraviolet radiation from indoor
Aston Avenue.
interested in this program, you
tanning. Although most cases of
According to the American
melanoma involve people in their
Academy of Dermatology, melanoma
do not need to make a decision
40s and 50s, the potentially deadly
is the second most common form of
this week, or even this month.
form of skin disease is associated
cancer among young adults.
You should make a decision by
November. Given the issues a lot
of people are having, that’s probably a good reason to wait.”

By Marilynn Marchione
AP Chief Medical Writer
Hold your nose and don’t
spit out your coffee: Doctors have found a way to put
healthy people’s poop into
pills that can cure serious
gut infections - a less yucky
way to do “fecal transplants.”
Canadian researchers tried
this on 27 patients and cured
them all after strong antibiotics failed to help.
It’s a gross topic but a serious problem. Half a million
Americans get Clostridium
difficile, or C-diff, infections
each year, and about 14,000
die. The germ causes nausea,
cramping and diarrhea so bad
it is often disabling. A very
potent and pricey antibiotic
can kill C-diff but also destroys good bacteria that live
in the gut, leaving it more
susceptible to future infections.
Recently, studies have
shown that fecal transplants
- giving infected people stool
from a healthy donor - can
restore that balance. But
they’re given through expensive, invasive procedures
like colonoscopies or throat
tubes. Doctors also have tried
giving the stool through enemas but the treatment doesn’t
always take hold.
There even are YouTube
videos on how to do a similar treatment at home via an
enema. A study in a medical
journal of a small number of
these “do-it-yourself” cases
suggests the approach is safe
and effective.
Dr. Thomas Louie, an infectious disease specialist at
the University of Calgary,
devised a better way - a onetime treatment custom-made
for each patient.
Donor stool, usually from
a relative, is processed in the
lab to take out food and extract the bacteria and clean it.
It is packed into triple-coated
gel capsules so they won’t
dissolve until they reach the
intestines.
“There’s no stool left - just
stool bugs. These people are
not eating poop,” and there
are no smelly burps because
the contents aren’t released
until they’re well past the

Dr. Thomas Louie, an infectious disease specialist at the University
of Calgary, holds a container of stool pills in triple-coated gel capsules in his lab in Calgary, Alberta, Canada Thursday, Sept. 26, 2013.
AP Photo/The Canadian Press, Jeff McIntosh

stomach, Louie said.
Days before starting the
treatment, patients are given
an antibiotic to kill the C-diff.
On the morning of the treatment, they have an enema so
“the new bacteria coming in
have a clean slate,” Louie
said.
It takes 24 to 34 capsules
to fit the bacteria needed for a
treatment, and patients down
them in one sitting. The pills
make their way to the colon
and seed it with the normal
variety of bacteria.
Louie described 27 patients treated this way recently at IDWeek, an infectious
diseases conference in San
Francisco. All had suffered
at least four C-diff infections
and relapses, but none had
a recurrence after taking the
poop pills.
Margaret Corbin, 69, a retired nurse’s aide from Calgary, told of the misery of
C-diff.
“It lasted for two years.
It was horrible. I thought I
was dying. I couldn’t eat.
Every time I ate anything or
drank water I was into the
bathroom,” she said. “I never went anywhere, I stayed
home all the time.”
With her daughter as the
donor, she took pills made
by Louie two years ago, and
“I’ve been perfectly fine
since,” Corbin said.
Dr. Curtis Donskey of
the Cleveland Veterans Affairs Medical Center, who
has done fecal transplants
through
colonoscopies,

praised the work.
“The approach that Dr.
Louie has is completely novel
- no one else has done this,”
he said. “I am optimistic that
this type of preparation will
make these procedures much
easier for patients and for
physicians.”
The treatment now must be
made fresh for each patient
so the pills don’t start to dissolve at room temperature,
because their water content
would break down the gel
coating. Minnesota doctors
are testing freezing stool,
which doesn’t kill the bacteria, so it could be stored and
shipped anywhere a patient
needed it.
“You could have a universal donor in Minnesota provide a transplant for someone in Florida. That’s where
we’re heading,” Donskey
said.
Other researchers are trying to find which bacteria
most help fight off C-diff.
Those might be grown in a
lab dish and given to patients
rather than the whole spectrum of bacteria in stool.
The hope is “we could administer that as a probiotic in
a pill form,” Donskey said.
Louie sees potential for the
poop pills for other people
with out-of-whack gut bacteria, such as hospitalized
patients vulnerable to antibiotic-resistant germs.
“This approach, to me, has
wide application in medicine,” he said. “So it’s not
just about C-diff.”

Chicken pinpointed
as cause of
salmonella outbreak
Associated Press
SACRAMENTO,Calif.Health officials urged consumers to cook chicken
thoroughly and take other
precautions after an 18-state
salmonella outbreak that has
made hundreds sick in recent
months.
A public health alert was
issued for raw chicken packaged at three Foster Farms
facilities in California as
some 278 people have fallen
ill since strains of Salmonella
Heidelberg were first detected
in March, the United States
Department of Agriculture
said in a statement Oct. 7.
The strains were associated with chicken distributed
to retail outlets in California,
Oregon and Washington state,
the USDA said. The illnesses
have been predominantly in
California but the salmonella
has reached people from 18
states, the statement said.
The outbreak appears to
have begun in March and the
USDA was notified of the illnesses in July, said Dan En-

geljohn of the USDA’s Food
Safety and Inspection Service. Investigators had a difficult time pinpointing the
source of the illnesses, Englejohn said.
A spokesman for Foster
Farms said no recall was in
effect and that the infections
were caused by eating chicken that was undercooked
or improperly handled. The
three facilities that packaged
the chicken were all in California’s Central Valley - one
in Livingston and two in Fresno.
The USDA has not directly
linked the outbreak of illnesses to a specific product or production period. The USDA
mark on suspect packages
would read: P6137, P6137A
and P7632.
State health officials were
not planning a recall, but said
it is essential that chicken be
cooked to 165 degrees.
“This is the important public health issue,” Anita Gore,
spokeswoman for the California Department of Public

Health. “Chicken can carry
bacteria, and chicken needs to
be fully cooked.”
Gore also said people need
to thoroughly wash their
hands after handling raw
meat, and anyone who believes they were infected and
is showing symptoms like diarrhea and abdominal cramps
should contact doctors immediately.
Salmonella is a pathogen
that contaminates meat during slaughter and processing,
and is especially common in
undercooked chicken.
The Centers for Disease
Control, which monitors the
microbes that signal multistate outbreaks of food poisoning, was working with a
barebones staff because of
the federal government shutdown, with all but two of
the 80 staffers that normally
analyze foodborne pathogens
furloughed.
It was not immediately
clear whether the shortage affected the response to the salmonella outbreak.
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The delusional Tea
Party Republicans

By Lee A. Daniels
NNPA Columnist

As these words
are being written, the Obama
administration is
trying to end a
shutdown of the
United States government forced by the refusal of
the Republican bloc of the House
of Representatives to vote on a
continued funding of the government’s operations.
Looming ever closer is the
deadline for Congress to deal,
with the country’s debt ceiling
by raising its borrowing limit.
The Treasury Department last
week warned that the Congress’
failure to do so by October 17
could provoke “a financial crisis
and recession that could echo the
events of 2008 or worse.”
But another way of looking
at these inter-related, and completely unjustifiable, crises is
as an attempt by the Tea Party
movement to stage a political
coup d’etat. They failed to defeat
President Obama last November.
Now, Tea Party representatives in the House and Senate
- having already emasculated
House Speaker John Boehner,
the Republican from Ohio, and
Mitch McConnell, the Kentucky
Republican and Senate minority
leader - have launched a direct
attack against the administration
by trying to wreck the government’s ability to function.
However, amid all of the economic pain the Tea Party-Republican coalition’s action are causing millions of Americans, we
should not forget that the most
important thing pushing the radical right wing is not opposition
to Obamacare or any other administration policy.
Instead, it’s most important
motivation is rooted in a bizarre
fantasy: that Barack Obama was
not born in the United States.
That’s right. The “Birther”
flimflam, which generated so
much overt influence on Repub-

lican politics during the President’s first term, is as virulent
as ever, according to a recentlypublished book.
The book is Change They
Can’t Believe In: The Tea Party and Reactionary Politics in
America by University of Washington scholars Christopher
Parker and Matt A. Barreto.
One of the scholar’s primary
goals is exploring the differences
in opinion between the two main
blocs in today’s Republican
Party: those conservatives who
declare themselves supporters of
the Tea Party and those who say
they aren’t.
There isn’t sufficient space in
this column to say barely more
than they found such significant
differences between the two
groups that they conclude Tea
Party sympathizers are far to the
right of the “mainstream conservatives” that in the past made up
the overwhelming bulk of the
GOP.
In fact Parker and Barreto, in
surveys and in-depth interviews,
found the Tea Party sympathizers’ views are so extreme they
can only be correctly labeled “reactionary conservatives.”
For me, however, one particular finding of this valuable book
stood out - and it encompassed
both the Party’s mainstream and
reactionary conservatives.
In response to a survey question asking their opinion about
President Obama’s origins, they
found that 48 percent of non-Tea
Party Republicans and 62 percent of Tea Party Republicans
believe President Obama was not
born in America.
Think of that. Despite the
fact that the documentation supplied by the president, and the
verification of the 1961 Hawaiian newspaper announcement
of his birth, and the objective
examinations by innumerable
media outfits have all served to
confirm the truth of the president’s birthplace, a majority of
all Republicans still cling to the

delusion that’s he’s foreign-born.
(The scholars’ survey also found
that 58 percent of non-Tea Party
conservatives and 75 percent of
Tea Party conservatives don’t believe the president is a practicing
Christian.)
On the one hand, this twisted
self-deception brings to mind that
old saying: you can fool some of
the people all of the time.
But it also recalls how long
in the past the large majority of
white Americans clung to all
sorts of bizarre notions about
black Americans in order to justify their racism to themselves.
And it underscores how deeply
the virus of racism - impervious
to logic and proven fact - still
persists in a substantial segment
of white conservatives.
This is the delusionary mindset that threatens even right-wing
conservative legislators with primary Tea Party challenges if they
deviate in the slightest from the
most extreme positions. This is
the delusionary mindset that is
willing to wreck the U.S. economy if they don’t get their way.
Elizabeth Warren, the newlyelected junior Senator from Massachusetts, recently referred to
the GOP-driven shutdown of the
government as “hostage-taking”
and said: “In a democracy, hostage tactics are the last resort
for those who can’t otherwise
win their fights through elections, can’t win their fights in
Congress, can’t win their fights
for the presidency, and can’t win
their fights in courts.
“For this right-wing minority,”
she continued, “hostage-taking is
all they have left - a last gasp of
those who cannot cope with the
realities of our democracy.”
The question we all must confront is how long will this delusionary mindset continue to be a
force in American politics.
Lee A. Daniels is a longtime
journalist based in New York
City. His latest book is Last
Chance: The Political Threat to
Black America.
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Yes, mental illness affects ‘us’
By George E. Curry
NNPA Columnist

On Monday,
September 16,
the news was
shocking: A contract employee
who worked at
the Navy Yard
in Washington, D.C., later identified as Aaron Alexis, killed 12
innocent people in the facility
before he was killed by police.
For many African Americans,
our first thought was: “I hope it
wasn’t one of us.”
On Oct. 3, there was another
disturbing incident in the nation’s capital: An unarmed woman with her 1-year-old child in
the car, drove her vehicle into
barriers outside the White House
and on Capitol Hill before being
shot to death by police.
Again, we thought: “I hope it
wasn’t one of us.”
And the next day brought additional bad news from Washington: A man poured gasoline
over his body and set himself
on fire on the National Mall. He
died the next day.
Once again: “I hope it wasn’t
one of us.”
In each case, it was one of us.
Aaron Alexis, the Navy Yard
gunman, was black. Miriam
Carey, the 34-year old dental
hygienist from Stamford, Conn.
was an African American. And
the unidentified man who burned
himself to death on the Mall was
also black.
More important than their
race, Aaron Alexis, Miriam
Carey and possibly the man who
set himself on fire suffered from
a mental disorder. And that’s
something we have been reluctant to discuss. But it’s time for
that to change.
In an interview last year on
NPR’s “Talk of the Nation,”
Dr. William Lawson, professor
of psychiatry and chairman of
psychiatry at Howard University
College of Medicine, discussed
some of the factors in our refusal
to seek help for mental problems.
“Many African Americans
have a lot of negative feelings about or not even aware
of mental health services,” he

said. “They are not aware of the
symptoms of many mental disorders, or they may believe that to
be mentally ill is a sign of weakness or a sign of character fault.”
That attitude permeates black
America, regardless of income
level.
“In places like Los Angeles
and New York, everyone and
their pet has a therapist, yet even
among the wealthy and elite,
many African Americans continue to hold stigmatizing beliefs
about mental illness,” Monnica
Williams wrote in Psychology
Today.
“For example, a qualitative
study by Alvidrez et al., (2008)
found that among blacks who
were already mental health consumers, over a third felt that mild
depression or anxiety would be
considered ‘crazy’ in their social
circles.
“Talking about problems with
an outsider (i.e., therapist) may
be viewed as airing one’s ‘dirty
laundry,’ and even more telling
is the fact that over a quarter of
those consumers felt that discussions about mental illness would
not be appropriate even among
family.”
Williams observed, “African
Americans share the same mental health issues as the rest of the
population, with arguably even
greater stressors due to racism,
prejudice, and economic disparities.
“Meanwhile, many wonder
why African Americans shy
away from psychotherapy as a
potential solution to challenges
such as depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder, marriage problems, and parenting
issues. As a black psychologist,
it is troublesome that so many
African Americans are reluctant
to make use of psychology’s solutions to emotional hurdles.”
And when blacks do seek
help to get over those emotional
hurdles, they tend to do so later,
when treatment might not be as
effective as it may have been if
they had sought help earlier.
In addition to our antiquated
attitude toward mental health,
medical professionals also share
part of the blame.

A fact sheet by the National
Alliance on Mental Health noted:
• African Americans in the
United States are less likely to
receive accurate diagnoses than
their Caucasian counterparts.
Schizophrenia, for instance has
been shown to be over diagnosed
in the African American population;
• Culture biases against mental
health professionals and health
care professionals in general
prevent many African Americans from accessing care due to
prior experiences with historical
misdiagnoses, inadequate treatment and a lack of cultural understanding; only two percent
of psychiatrists, two percent of
psychologists and four percent
of social workers in the United
States are African Americans;
and
• Overall sensitivity to African
American cultural differences,
such as differences in medication metabolization rates, unique
views of mental illness and propensity towards experiencing
certain mental illnesses, can improve African Americans’ treatment experiences and increase
utilization of mental health care
services.
Dr. Sarah Vinson, who created
website BlackMentalHealthNet.
com, said mental illness takes a
high toll on African Americans.
In an Emory University posting, she said: “Untreated, mental
illness can cause strained relationships, social dysfunction,
and numerous other problems
that can end up in divorce, unemployment, and suicide.”
In addition to Dr. Vinson’s
website, further information on
mental illness can be obtained
from the U.S. Department of
Health & Human Services’ Office of Minority Health and the
National Alliance on Mental Illness.
George E. Curry, former editor-in-chief of Emerge magazine,
is editor-in-chief of the National
Newspaper Publishers Association News Service (NNPA.) Curry can be reached through his
website, www.georgecurry.com.
Also follow him at www.twitter.
com/currygeorge.

Affordable Health Care is here to stay
By Marc H. Morial
NNPA Columnist

“Nearly six
in 10 uninsured
Americans will
be able to get
coverage
for
$100 or less.”
~
President
Barack Obama
We fought and won a battle
three years ago to improve
access to affordable health
care for every American and
finally it’s here.
Last Tuesday, October 1,
a key component of the Affordable Care Act took effect
when the new Health Insurance Marketplace opened for
business, allowing millions
of Americans to shop for a
variety of quality, affordable
health plans that best meet
their needs.
Here is how it works. First,
if you are among the vast
majority of Americans who
already have health insurance that you like, you can
keep it and you don’t have to
change a thing.
The only changes you will
see are new benefits, better
protections from insurance
company abuses and more
value for every dollar you
spend on health care.
For example, you can no
longer be denied coverage

because of a pre-existing
condition and you can’t be
canceled because you get
sick. Young people can be
covered by their parents up
to age 26.
Most people will now be
eligible for free preventive
screenings blood pressure
and cholesterol tests, mammograms, and colonoscopies. Insurance companies
will no longer be able to set a
lifetime dollar limit on what
they spend for your essential
health services.
In addition, 47 million
women will gain access to
preventive health services.
The law makes it illegal to
charge women different rates
than men. And seniors on
Medicare will have access to
cheaper drugs, and free preventive care.
For the millions of Americans who currently have no
health insurance, the new
law offers a long-awaited
lifeline of protection. As of
last Tuesday, with a visit to
the Health Insurance Marketplace at www.HealthCare.
gov, you can learn if you can
get lower costs based on your
income, compare your coverage options side-by-side, and
enroll.
When you use the Marketplace, or “health insurance

exchange,” as it is also called,
you’ll fill out an application
and see all the health plans
available in your area.
You’ll provide some information about your household
size and income to find out
if you can get lower costs
on your monthly premiums
for private insurance plans.
You’ll learn if you qualify for
lower out-of-pocket costs.
The Marketplace can also
tell you if you qualify for
free or low-cost coverage
available through Medicaid
or the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP).
The open enrollment period runs from October 1,
2013 to March 31, 2014.
Coverage begins on January 1, 2014. You can also get
help by phone, 24/7, by calling 1-800-318-2596. And local help can be found by visiting LocalHelp.HealthCare.
Gov.
President Obama signed
the Affordable Care Act into
law March 23, 2010. It was
upheld by the Supreme Court
June 28, 2012. While there
will inevitably be some startup wrinkles to iron out, this
law is good for the health
of the American people and
good for the nation.
Congressional extremists
bent on stopping its imple-

mentation are fighting a losing battle and only putting
their own political futures

at risk. Obamacare is here to
stay.
Marc H. Morial, former

mayor of New Orleans, is
president and CEO of the
National Urban League.

By Eric Garcia. Chicago, IL, courtesy of BlackCommentator.com

Editorials and Letters to the Editor may be e-mailed to editor@mississippilink.com or mailed to 2659 Livingston Road, Jackson, MS 39213. The views and opinions expressed on the Op/Ed
pages are not necessarily the views and opinions of The Mississippi Link. The Mississippi Link also reserves the right to edit all material for length and accuracy.
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Toppling Temptation
By Rev. Leon Collier
Special to The Mississippi Link
This series
will deal with
temptation.
What
is
temptation?
Temptation is
an
attractive
quality that can potentially
seduce or persuade you to do
something wrong. Temptation is a lure or decoy, a distraction to take us away from
something or someone.
The devil is a pop-up artist
because he often places appealing and amusing decoys
in our path that have the potential to persuade us to stop
doing what we are supposed
to do and start doing what we
are not supposed to do.
Oswald Chambers said,
“Satan does not tempt us
to sin, but attempts to shift
our point of view in order to
make us lose the possibility
of being of value to God.”
So, one of the determinations
of temptation is to distract us
from living for God and to
hinder and stop the mission
God has for our life.
Every day we face temptations in many forms and the
reality of it is that we will
always face temptation therefore we may as well learn
how to deal with it.
We will start with the first
time humans were tempted as
recorded in Genesis 3:1-7. I
call this “Temptation in Paradise.”
According to the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia: “…the vegetation
in the Garden of Eden was
luxurious and the fig tree
homegrown and it was watered by irrigation. All kinds
of animals, including cattle,
beasts of the field and birds,
were found there. Moreover,
the climate was such that
clothing was not needed for
warmth. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the word Eden
means “delights or pleasure…”
It was in this somewhat
perfect setting that the first
temptation of man took place.
Let’s see what we can learn
from this.
Where temptation starts Genesis 3:1, 2 “Now the serpent was more cunning than

any beast of the field which
the LORD God had made.
And he said to the woman,
“Has God indeed said, ‘You
shall not eat of every tree of
the garden’? The woman said
to the serpent, “We may eat
the fruit of the trees of the
garden.”
The problem of temptation
didn’t start when Eve took a
close look at the fruit of the
tree of the knowledge of good
and evil (Genesis 2:17). The
problem of temptation started
because Eve responded to or
entertained what the Devil
said that contradicted what
God had said. One writer said
we can’t outsmart the Devil,
but we can overcome him by
the word of God. All Satan
had to do to get Eve was start
talking and once she started
talking it was all over.
Conversations are not just
conversations because they
always have the potential to
lead to something else. James
3:5, “So the tongue is also
a little member, and boasts
great things. See how a small
fire can spread to a large forest.” James is saying kindle is
used to help make stuff catch
on fire. When Eve responded
to Satan it was kindled; a
spark that led to her falling
into sin.
The point is, the temptation for Eve started with her
having a conversation which
eventually led her to pay
close attention to the fruit
and then she fell into temptation. Ephesians 4:27, “…neither give place to the devil.”
Do not give Satan room because it will definitely lead to
something else. Be careful of
the people you hang around
because Satan will use people
to lure you away from God.
Satan’s goal is to manipulate you to doubt God.
Genesis 3:1, “He said to the
woman, did God say you
shall not eat of any tree of the
garden?” The serpent asked
this question to lure Eve into
a conversation to open the
door of doubt in her mind.
Eve started talking to the serpent although she probably
thought he was just an unusual creature with the ability to
talk like the parrots she had
probably come across in the
garden.

A red flag should have gone
up in Eve’s mind because it
was strange that this serpent
could actually hold a conversation and not just repeat
what he heard like parrots do.
Not only could this creature
hold an intelligent conversation, but he questioned or
challenged what God said.
No matter how intelligent
something may sound to you,
no matter how wise, and no
matter how much sense it
seems to make, if it contradicts God’s word then don’t
listen to it; just walk away.
The world has its own set
of values about what it says
is right and wrong. But Satan
knows the real difference between right and wrong and he
knew what God said about the
Tree of Knowledge of good
and evil, but his intent was to
manipulate Eve to doubt God.
So, when you hear the
world negatively questioning and doubting the Bible,
that is nothing short of Satan
himself trying to get people
to doubt what God has said
so that they won’t feel guilty
about committing sin. Satan
wanted to give Eve an excuse
to sin.
Job 2:9, “And his wife said
to him, do you still hold to
your integrity? Curse God
and die!” She was saying,
what do you gain from serving God when he is allowing
you to suffer so badly? Why
should you wait on the Lord?
He is not listening to you. Her
goal was to make Job doubt
God. If people can find fault
with the word of God it becomes easy to do what you
please. Satan told Eve she
was not going to die. In other words, you are afraid for
nothing. He wanted to make
her doubt God’s word.
If you overlook the good
book you will get hooked.
Genesis 3:5, “…for God
knows that in the day you
eat of it, then your eyes shall
be opened, and you shall be
as gods, knowing good and
evil.”
This was the most convincing part of Satan’s argument.
When Satan said this he made
it seem like God had been
holding out on them as if they
had missed out on something.
This is what he wants people

Third year of service
brings blessings
Special to The Mississippi Link
Members of the College Hill
Missionary Baptist Church
family will host the third year
anniversary service for their
pastor, Dr. Michael T. Williams,
Sunday, October 13, at 4 p.m.
at the church, located at 1600
Florence Ave., Jackson.
The guest minister for this
celebration will be Rev. John
Wicks, pastor of Mt. Nebo Baptist Church, Jackson. The program theme is “Be a blessing
to the man of God who watches
over our souls,” Hebrews 13:17.
Claudia Henderson, a longtime member was quick to express her sentiments about her
pastor during his first year at
the church and is again sharing her opinion. “Rev. Williams
has truly been a godsend to us.
He has been an inspiration. He
stepped in and asked us to step
up as Christians working for
the glorification of God. He

leads by example.
College Hill is truly blessed to have
him.”
Rev. Williams,
the 14th pastor
of the 106 year
old congregation,
preached his first
sermon as pastor
October 10, 2010,
to a full house during both the 8 a.m.
and 11 a.m. services.
By his own admission, Dr. Williams has a passion
for preaching and
teaching. He is
proud to be a born Rev. Williams
again child of God
called by Him to proclaim the out and to get it straight. His
gospel of Jesus Christ to a dy- main focus is evangelism.
ing world. He contends that the
For
more
information
number one responsibility of about the celebration, call
the church is to get the Word 601.355.2670.

to believe today so he whispered in their ears, “Sow your
wild oats and live it up.”
Always remember many
of the things the world offers
end in brokenness and heart
aches. The Devil is a supernatural being and we are not
smart enough to outwit him.
Notice how his argument got
stronger and stronger. He
asked her a question to trap
her into talking. Then he challenged what God said, something that she was hearing
for the first time. No one had
ever challenged God’s word
before, and finally the big
punch was when he told Eve
the reason why she would not
die if she ate the forbidden
fruit. He told her she would
be like God.
Temptation tends to fool us
into thinking that we are getting something when in actuality we will get guilt, shame,
and heartache.
After Satan gave a convincing argument, Eve was ready
to cross over the line. Genesis
3:6, “And when the woman
saw that the tree was good
for food and that it was pleasing to the eyes, and a tree to
be desired to make wise, she
took of its fruit, and ate. She
also gave to her husband with
her, and he ate.”
Keep in mind, Eve had
probably seen this forbidden tree numerous times, but
it was only after she talked
about it that she decided to
try it. She decided to try it
because she overlooked what
God said and got hooked. She
overlooked the book and got
hooked.
Rev. Leon Collier is the
pastor of Makarios Worship Center, 464 Church Rd.,
Madison. He and wife, Minister Yolanda; are the proud
parents of three daughters.
Rev. Collier has received degrees from Criswell College
in Dallas, Texas; Southern
Methodist University - Perkins School of Theology; and
a Masters of Divinity from
Memphis Theological Seminary. He participated in the
Theological
Opportunities
Program at Harvard Divinity School in Cambridge,
Mass. He may be reached at
601.260.3016, 601.855.7898
or e-mail karab5@live.com

Message from the Religion Editor
By Daphne Higgins
Religion Editor
Wow! Where
has the time
gone?
I am in complete awe of
what is happening in my family and I’m sure other families around the world. A new
generation of my family is
moving into an era that I’m
proud of but one that really
did sneak up on me - college.
Two of my sisters were in
town this past weekend to
bring their children to High
School Day at Jackson State
University, the alma mater
of eight of the ten offspring
of Clarence and Lenora Monix, my parents. My husband
and I have a child who is matriculating there now; the first
grandchild to choose Jackson
State and now there seems to
be an explosion of relatives
who are choosing Jackson
State.Our son, who is a senior
in high school, has always
told us that he has known
since the age of three that he
is Jackson State bound.
I had two nieces and one
nephew to attend this past
Saturday’s festivities; and a
grand-niece and grand-nephew who, were en route but at
the last minute, had to cancel
their trip due to illness.
These children, who were
all in diapers or pull-ups at
the same time, are now approaching a new era of excellence - college!
They are following in the
footsteps of their elders (oh
my, I’m an elder) and are
continuing the legacy that
began with a group of children who were told by parents, a couple with limited
formal education, that being
a scholar is one of the most
important things you can do
with your life.
This is a message that all
ten of us have shared with
our offspring and now, here
we are decades later, and an
explosion is taking place.
College is on the horizon for
our children and not just college, but the university that
eight of us learned to love
and have passed that love on
to our young.
Okay, you know that I’ve
got to make a point here.
Like most alumnae of any
educational institution, we
have worked hard to instill
in our babies love for our
alma mater. We have worked

just as hard to instill the love
of Christ in our offspring.
We’ve really encouraged our
babies to explore all of their
educational options and to
strive for the best and that’s
one of the reasons they are
considering Jackson State.
I can honestly say that we
are just as vocal about their
spiritual decisions. We know
that the final choice is theirs,
but just as we have vowed to
stay with them during their
educational pursuit, we want
them to know God is there
and will always be there for
each of them, even when we,
the elders, are not there physically.
Yes, we were all proud
mommas as our babies toured
the JSU campus and talked
about their future as JSU
students. However, I’m even
prouder when I hear my two
babies speak of God’s love.
God, thank you for the
time that you have given
us together and for the days
to come; as our young ones
grow in you and continue to
grow educationally. We’ve
shared our good and bad experiences with our babies and
because of the Almighty, each
experience has been a blessing, even if we didn’t know it
then.
As we all continue to grow
in the Lord, The Mississippi
Link, a messenger for news in
and around the state of Mississippi, asks that you let us
help you communicate the
good news of our Lord.
Don’t let time continue to
fly without proclaiming that
“Your God rules!”
Remember the verse that I
often share with you - Isaiah
52:7 (NIV): “How beautiful on the mountains are the
feet of those who bring good
news, who proclaim peace,
who bring good tidings, who
proclaim salvation, who say
to Zion, Your God reigns!”
The Mississippi Link, a
messenger for news in and
around the state of Mississippi, would like to not only
share your news but all who
would like to tell others about
Lord’s goodness and about
their places of worship and
even those religious institutions that are visited.
Contact Daphne M. Higgins
at religion@mississippilink.
com. Fax 601-896-0091 or
mail your information to The
Mississippi Link, 2659 Livingston Road, Jackson, MS
39213.

R e i g n i n g A nn o u n c ement s
College Hill Missionary Baptist Church, 1600 Florence Ave., Jackson, will lead
the Jackson State University Homecoming Worship Service Sunday, October
13, at 10 a.m. in the Rose E. McCoy Auditorium on the JSU campus. Sunday
School will be held at College Hill beginning at 8:30 a.m. No 8 a.m. or 11 a.m.
services will be held at the church. For more information call 601-355-2670.
Hope Spring Missionary Baptist Church, 5189 Livingston Road, Jackson, is
celebrating their pastor, Dr. Walter L. Johnson Jr., and first lady, Lanett Johnson’s, 14th year anniversary Sunday, October 13, at 11:30 a.m. The theme
for this joyous occasion is “Honoring our pastor’s spiritual knowledge and
earthly understanding.” The theme scripture comes from Jeremiah 3:15. The
speaker of the occasion will be Dr. Walter L. Johnson Sr.., pastor of Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church of Canton. For more information, call 601-8536845.
Rev. Marquette Wells will be the guest speaker during the annual Butterflies
by Grace Defined by Faith Domestic Violence Empowerment Seminar, Saturday, October 12, at Smith Robertson Museum, 528 Bloom Street, Jackson,
from 9 a.m. – 1 p.m. Survivors, victims and advocates are asked to participate
in this free event. Lunch will be served. For more information call 601-9535747.
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Controlling your anger before it
controls you (hidden anger) - Part V
By Pastor Simeon R. Green III
Special to The Mississippi Link
It has been
claimed
by
some that deep
bitterness
can
give rise to
many emotional
and psychological problems, such as depression or nervousness. Whether
or not this is possible to establish, it is certainly not difficult to imagine bitterness
being a major cause of such
problems, at the least feeding
and aggravating them.
Our anger may be placed
upon innocent parties who
are around us, causing us to
hurt them needlessly and potentially isolating ourselves
from the human contact we
all need.
Matthew 5:21-26 covers
anger, forgiveness and reconciliation. As Jesus clearly
teaches, we should always
try to make amends with people that we have fallen out of
friendship. However, it may

not always be the case that
others are prepared to forgive
us when we have wronged
them. But the act of animating our remorse to them is essential. Through this act, we
are communicating our own
desire for peace with the other person, as well as God’s
requirement for everyone of
love and forgiveness.
Chances are someone you
have dealt with today at
home, at school, or at work
has been ‘passive aggressive.’ Passive aggressive is a
personality disorder in which
a person displays a pattern of
just below the surface anger
or a type of “hidden hostility.”
This is anger which has
been suppressed and which
may come to the surface only
occasionally. People who
have hidden anger may not
usually be aware of it. But
if someone does or says the
wrong thing, perhaps a relatively innocent act or remark,
that person blows up in an-

ger. The anger is sparked by
a trigger event in the present,
but it is feeding off past hurt
and damage.
Just because anger is hidden does not mean it is harmless. Just because anger is
under wraps does not mean it
is under control. Burying anger does not diffuse it; rather,
it is tunneled underground,
where it undermines your
sense of self and manifests in
damaging ways.
Anger is so powerful that
you create the capacity to
deny the anger even exists.
But the force of the anger
will find other secondary outlets. Even if you hide your
anger, you are still spending
time and energy on it. Anger
is something that can cause
bad effects to a person when
kept hidden. Holding on to
anger is like grasping a hot
coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else; you
are the one who gets burned.
In Scripture, John puts
it this way: “Anyone who

hates his brother is a murderer, and you know that no
murderer has eternal life.” (1
John 3:15) When anger turns
to hate, God equates it with
murder.
You are responsible for
your ‘thought life’ as well
as for your actions. It is very
important, then, to be aware
of hidden anger in your life,
even if you’ve strictly banished that anger to your
thought life.
Next week - “Physical and
behavioral signs of hidden
anger.”
Rev. Dr. Simeon R. Green
III is pastor of Crossroads
Church of God in Farmhaven
(Canton), Miss., and is married to Dr. Velma L. Green.
He honorably served in the
U.S. Army for 20 years. Presently, Rev. Green is a member of the National Association of Evangelism Church
of God, Anderson, Ind. He
serves as vice-chairman at
the Southeastern Association
of The Church of God, Inc.

The Top 10 Gospel Songs from the Billboard
Gospel Charts for the week of October 10
SONGS

			

ARTISTS					

ALBUM

College Hill Missionary Baptist Church

1.

Every Praise			

2.

The Gift				

3.

Break Every Chain		

4.

If He Did It Before…Same God

Tye Tribbett

5.

1 On 1				

Zacardi Cortez

6.

Testimony			1600 Florence
Anthony
Brown
& group therAPy
MONDAY:
Intercessory Prayer 9:00 a.m.
Avenue

7.

Hezekiah Walker

Since 1907

Donald Lawrence
B I B L E B A S E D • C H R I S T C E N T E R E D • H O LY S P I R I T L E D
Tasha Cobbs

39204Carree
Clean This House		Jackson, MS
Isaac
Ph: 601-355-2670

WEDNESDAY:

Nothing Without You		Fax: 601-355-0760
Jason Nelson

9.

A Little More Jesus		

10.

Here In Our Praise		

Erica Campbell
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Put down
your brick

By Shewanda Riley
Columnist
We all have
a story. Perhaps
it’s the result of
an
experience
where we learned
more about ourselves or where
we saw ourselves differently after doing something that we said
we’d never, ever do. Or maybe the
story comes from the joy of finally
receiving the blessing that God
promised.
“Everybody has a story but not
everyone has to have a brick.” I
made this statement speaking at
an event in Atlanta as a part of
Anointed Authors on Tour, the
Christian women’s book tour that
I was blessed to be a part of when
I was describing the premise of my
book. Even though it’s been out for
awhile, it’s always a challenge for
me to creatively describe what my
book is about without simply stating it’s about “getting over getting
dumped.”
So not everyone has to have
a brick. The “brick” is the thing
we hold onto poised and ready to
fling when we want to have the
biggest impact. It’s not always a
real brick (even though for some
of us it might be depending on
the situation). In many instances,
the “brick” is the past regrets that
we hold onto either because we
don’t know what to do with it.
The “brick” can also be holding
past mistakes that are being held
against someone else despite the
changes they are making in their
lives.
Exodus 1:14 reminds us how
difficult bricks are: “They made
their lives bitter with hard labor

d

in brick and mortar and with all
kinds of work in the fields; in all
their hard labor the Egyptians used
them ruthlessly.”
Your brick may be something a
little more pleasurable: Watching
television, shopping, eating, gossiping or anything else that keeps
you from focusing 100 percent
on God. Because you like how it
makes you feel, you don’t realize
that your pleasure is also becoming a brick.
My “brick” was the years of
feeling justified in holding onto
negative feelings. I’ve realized after explaining to others how God
healed me from those crippling
emotions that I helped build the
brick that weighed me down.
Exodus describes the children
of Israel being forced to make their
own bricks while in bondage in
Egypt. We may not be forced to
make bricks but we choose to do
so when we don’t completely deal
with those things that hurt us.
Eventually, however, those
bricks also become burdensome
on us. The time you spend talking about somebody (making that
brick of character assassination)
could be better spent praying for
them and for yourself to have more
grace in dealing with them.
I also heard Bishop Tony Alvarado while in Atlanta say that
God doesn’t want you to forget the
past; he wants you to redeem it.
Putting down your brick is the first
step in redeeming that past and being able to possibly write a story of
grace.
Shewanda Riley is a Dallasbased author who can be reached
at lovehangover@juno.com. For
more information, visit www.shewandariley.com.
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Baptist Church
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Church
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Sr.
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________________________
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DRIVERS

1-800-301-1140

NEEDED!!

Call M-F 8am-5pm

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Bid – 2264 AED Plus Automated External Defibrillator
Sealed, written formal bid proposals for the above bid
will be received by the Board of Trustees of the Jackson Public School District, in the Business Office, 662
South President Street, Jackson, Mississippi, until
10:00 A.M. (Local Prevailing Time) October 30, 2013,
at which time and place they will be publicly opened
and read aloud. The Board of Trustees reserves the

right to reject any and all bids, to waive informalities,
and to withhold the acceptance of any bid if approved
for forty-five calendar days from the date bids are
opened. Proposal forms and detailed specifications
may be obtained free of charge by emailing acrossley@jackson.k12.ms.us, calling (601) 960-8799, or
documents may be picked up at the above address.

10/10/2013, 10/17/2013
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Call Mississippi Press Services
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(601) 981-3060
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ANNUAL FACTORY
SCRATCH AND DENT SALE!

Discount
Gun Safe

Mississippi’s Largest Safe Store!

2636 Old Brandon Rd.
Pearl, MS 39208

601-939-8233

Prices start at only $499 For

An American Made Safe.
• 22 Gun Safe...$79900
• 30 Gun Safe...$99900
• 48 Gun Safe...$129900
• 64 Gun Safe...$199900
Over 50 Safes In Stock For
This Sales Event!

Sale Prices Good October 1st - October 31st
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ANNUAL FACTORY

Skylar Laine
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An American Made Safe.
• 22 Gun Safe...$79900
• 30 Gun Safe...$99900
• 48 Gun Safe...$129900
• 64 Gun Safe...$199900

Live Music All Day
Arts & Crafts Vendors
Kids Acvitities • Magician
5K Run • Kids Fun Run
Indian Mound Tours
Chainsaw Woodcarver
FIREWORKS & More!
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With Lifeline, telephone service is

Qualiﬁed Mississippi low-income residents may
receive discounted service from AT&T under the
Lifeline Program. Customers must meet certain
Arts & Crafts Vendors
eligibility criteria based on income level or current
Kids
Acvitities
• Magician
participation in ﬁnancial assistance
programs
5K
Run
•
Kids
Fun Run
such as Medicaid or SNAP. Additional discounts
FFor
o mmay
ore inapply
forrmatto
tion
ionthose
, call living on federally
Indian recognized
Mound Tours
662.
622..87
73.62
3.6226
1 or vissit
Chainsaw Woodcarver
tribal
lands.
www
ww.gr
greatd
tdelttabbeara
rafffai
fa r.org
r
FIREWORKS & More!
Please call your local AT&T customer support
center at 800.288.2020 and ask about Lifeline
or visit us at att.com/lifeline.

Live Music All Day

48 Web

Certain restrictions apply. Offers subject to change. ©2013 AT&T
Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, Globe logo and other
marks are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property. All other marks are
the property of their respective owners.

PASS
Make the Switch
to DISH Today
AT&T-Lifeline
and Save Up To 50%
**

2x6
10/6/2013

ANNUAL FACTORY
Great Delta Bear Affair

Discount
Gun Safe

s

AS LOW AS ....

mo.

where available

For 3 months.

Offer subject to change based on
premium movie channel availability.

Call Now and Ask How to Save Up To 50%

**

1-800-319-2526
Call 7 days a week 8am - 11pm EST Promo Code: MB0513
All offers require 24-month commitment and credit qualification.
**Savings applies to AT120, AT120+, AT200, and AT250 with HD programming,
2 year agreement and credit qualification.
Discount applied to first year of service in form of online and promotional
credits plus free HD for Life which is a $10/mo credit.

Important Terms and Conditions: Promotional Offers: Require activation of new qualifying DISH service with 24-month commitment and credit
qualification. All prices, fees, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to change without notice After 12-month promotional period,
then-current regular monthly price applies and is subject to change. ETF: If you cancel service during first 24 months, early cancellation fee of $20 for each
month remaining applies. For iPad 2 offer, if you cancel service during first 24 months, early cancellation fee of $30 for each month remaining applies.
Activation fee: may apply. Add’tl Requirements: For iPad 2 offer: customer must select Hopper system and minimum of America’s Top 120 package; allow 4-6
weeks for delivery; offer not available in Puerto Rico or USVI. HD Free for Life: $10/mo HD fee waived for life of current account; requires continuous enrollment
in AutoPay with Paperless Billing. Premium Channels: 3-month premium movie offer value is $135; after promotional period, then-current regular monthly
price applies and is subject to change. Hopper Features: AutoHop feature is only available with playback the next day of select primetime shows on ABC, CBS,
FOX and NBC as part of PrimeTime Anytime feature. Both features are subject to availability. Blockbuster @Home Offer: 3 month offer value $30. After 3
months, then-current regular monthly price applies and is subject to change. Requires online DISH account; broadband internet to stream content; HD DVR to
stream to TV. Streaming to TV and some channels not available with select packages. Installation/Equipment Requirements: Free Standard Professional
Installation only. Certain equipment is leased and must be returned to DISH upon cancellation or unreturned equipment fees apply. Upfront and additional
monthly fees may apply. Recording hours vary; 2000 hours based on SD programming. Equipment comparison based on equipment available from major TV
providers as of 5/22/13. Watching live and recorded TV anywhere requires a broadband-connected, Sling-enabled DVR and compatible mobile device. Misc:
Offers available for new and qualified former customers, and subject to terms of applicable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. State
reimbursement charges may apply. Additional restrictions and taxes may apply. Offers end 9/18/13. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks
are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. SHOWTIME is a registered trademark of Showtime Networks Inc., a CBS Company. STARZ and related channels and
service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. All new customers are subject to a one-time processing fee.
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Hinds Community College
Welcome Center
505 E. Main Street
Sunflower Grocery
122 Old Port Gibson Street,
Raymond, MS
Love Food Mart
120 E. Main Street,
Raymond, MS
Raymond Public Library
126 W. Court Street, Raymond, MS
Raymond City Hall
110 Courtyard Square, Raymond
U ti c a
Hubbard’s truck stop
Mississippi Hwy 27
Pitt Stop
101 Hwy 18 & 27
B o lt o n
Mack’s Café
103 West Madison Street
Bolton Library
Bolton City Hall
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& More!
888-928-6011.
or go FIREWORKS
to Welcome.
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customer support
www.TotalMS.com
www.annandpeter.info
center at 800.288.2020NEW
and ask PAY
about Lifeline
PACKAGE TRACTOR
A u c tori ovisit
n sus at att.com/lifeline.
OWNER OPERATORS. $1,500 Sign-On
Bonus, Tupelo, MS to Detroit, MI.
ENGLISH CONTAINER AUCTION
Reimbursement, Tools, Scales, $2,500 3.33x4
46
Web
AND ESTATE AUCTIONS.
3,000 miles/week. 888-888-7996.
Columbia Auction Company. 2-4 Estate
SEC TRUCK DRIVER TRAINING. CDL
Liquidations Every Month and one
and refresher classes start every Monday.
English Container Auction Every Month.
Certain restrictions apply. Offers subject
to change.
©2013 AT&T
Financing
available
for those who qualify,
For Details Or To Join
Our Mailing
List:
Intellectual
Property. All
rights reserved. AT&T, Globe logo and other
jobs
available
now!
1-877-285marks are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property. All other marks Call
are
www.colauc.com
or email
the property
of their respective owners.
8621 Mon. - Fri., 8 am - 5 pm C#618.
colauc@gmail.com 601-736-2522.
Jennings Gilmore, ML#452.
For Sale, Misc.

for safe and affordable medications. Our
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy
will provide you with savings of up to 90
percent on all your medication needs.
Call today 1-800-823-2564, for $10.00
off your first prescription and free shipping.
DISH TV Retailer - Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12 months) and HighSpeed Internet starting at $14.95 month
(where available). SAVE! Ask about SAME
DAY installation! CALL now! 1-800-3192526.

Classes/Training
PERCENT
GUARANTEED
3.556
x 6100
48DISH
Web
Make the
Switch
to
Today
OMAHA
STEAKS
- SAVE 69% on The
AIRLINE CAREERS begin here -AT&T-Lifeline
Get
Grilling
and Save
Up
To Collection.** NOW ONLY $49.99
trained as FAA certified Aviation
2x6
plus 2 FREE GIFTS & right-to-the-door
Technician. Housing and Financial aid for
delivery in a reusable cooler, ORDER
10/6/2013
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placement
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50%
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OVER 30 PREMIUM
MOVIE CHANNELS
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Mardi Gras Café
106 West Cunningham Avenue
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Services
To This
Arts & Crafts Vendors
eligibility criteria based on income level or current
Kids
AcvititiesDrivers
• Magician - CDL-A
Ad. FUN, PROFESSIONAL
SOLO AND TEAM CANADA DRUG CENTER is your choice
WARM,
participationCouple
in
ﬁnancial
assistance
programs

with Hopper or

FREE

R I D G E L AN D
Rite Aid
398 Hwy 51

With Lifeline, telephone service is

for 12 month

ASK ABOUT
HIGH SPEED
INTERNET

C L I N T ON
Dollar General
807 Berkshire St - Clinton, MS

think
again!
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for 12 month

HAVIOR’S AUTO CARE
5495 I-55 South Frontage Road
VowelL’s Market Place
5777 Terry Road
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prices

Hopper or
Not eligible with
iPad 2 offer.

Prices valid for 12 months. Requires 24-month
commitment and credit qualiﬁcation.

j a c k s o n
Dollar General
1214 Capitol St (Downtown Jackson)
Bully’s Restaurant
Revell Ace Hardware
3118 Livingston Road
Terry Rd (South Jackson)
cash & carry
Dollar General
Capitol Street and Monument Street
304 Briarwood Dr
City Hall
Dollar General
219 S President St
2855 McDowell Rd
Garrett Office Complex
Dollar General
2659 Livingston Road
PASS
104 Terry Rd
JJ Mobil
Rite Aid
Northside Drive and Flagg Chapel
380 W. Woodrow Wilson Ave
JSU Student union
Rite Aid
1400 J. R. Lynch Street
114 E. McDowell Rd
Liberty Bank and Trust
Rite Aid
2325 Livingston Rd.
6075 Old Canton Rd
lumpkins bbq
182 Raymond Road
CAN T ON
McDade’s Market
A&I
Northside Drive
716 Roby Street - Canton, MS
SCRATCH AND DENT SALE!
McDade’s Market #2
B&B
653 Duling Avenue
702 West North Street - Canton, MS
Picadilly Cafeteria
Boutique Store
Jackson Medical Mall
3355 North Liberty - Canton, MS
350 W Woodrow Wilson Avenue
Bully’s Store
Piggly Wiggly
Church Street - Canton, MS
Mississippi’s Largest Safe Store!
2875 McDowell Road
Community Mart
2636
Old Brandon
Rd.
Shell
Food Mart
743 Ruby Street - Canton, MS
Pearl, MS 39208
5492 Watkins Drive
Fryer Lane Grocery
601-939-8233
SPORTS
MEDICINE
$
Martin Luther King Drive - Canton, MS
Prices start at only 499 For
Fortification
andSafe.
I-55
Hamlin Floral Design
An American
Made
00
Two
Sisters
Kitchen
• 22 Gun Safe...$799
285 Peace Street - Canton, MS
PASS 00
• 30707
Gun
Safe...$999
North
Congress
Jackson,
MS
Joe’s Sandwich & Grocery
• 48 Gun Safe...$129900
Upton
tire
00
507 Church Street - Canton, MS
• 64 Gun Safe...$1999
Over
50
Safes
In
Stock
For
Countyline Road and State Street
K & K One Stop
This Sales Event!
Murphy USA
110 West Fulton Street - Canton, MS
6394 Ridgewood Rd (North Jackson)
Lacy’s Insurance
421 Peace Street - Canton, MS
Dollar General
Sale Prices Good October 1st - October 31st
Soul Set Barber Shop
3957 Northview Dr (North Jackson)
257 Peace Street - Canton, MS
Dollar General
Trailer Park Grocery
2030 N Siwell Rd
22 Westside Drive - Canton, MS
Dollar General
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of

today! 1-888-713-1754. Use Code:
45102CSP
or
www.OmahaSteaks.com/gcoffer27.
PROFLOWERS - SEND FLOWERS FOR
ANY OCCASION! Prices starting at just
$19.99. Plus take 20% off your order over
$29. Go to www.Proflowers.com/fabulous
or call 1-888-727-9844.

Not eligible offer.
iPad 2& REGIONATTENTION DEDICATED
AL DRIVERS. Averitt Offers Excellent
Benefits and Hometime. CDL-A required.
888-362-8608. Recent grads with a CDLA 1-6 weeks paid training. Apply online
at ABOUT R e a l E s t a t e
ASK
HIGH SPEED
AverittCareers.com Equal Opportunity
OVER 30 PREMIUM
BANK APPROVED
SALE. SMITH
MOVIE CHANNELS
INTERNET
Employer.
LAKE,
ALABAMA. Deep dockable home
AS
LOW
AS
....
CDL TRAINEES NEEDED! No experiSites from $59,900 (Take Virtual Tour @
$
ence required. Learn to drive
for US
For 3 months.
LiveLakefront.com).
26 based
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premium movie channel availability.
mo.
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$800 per week after sponsored training
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**
program. 1-800-350-7364.
Call Now and Ask Howortowooded
Save Up
To 50%
- level
throughout to the
DEDICATED DRIVING OPPORTUNIwater’s edge. Make an early appointTIES for team and solo drivers. Quality
ment. Bank’s loss - your gain! Don’t miss
home time, steady
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Call 7miles,
days a week
8am - 11pm
EST Promo Code: MB0513
this. It’s unbelievable land at an unbelievEnjoy Transport AllAmerica’s
driver
offers require 24-month great
commitment and
credit qualification.
able price - Call now for early appointexperience! TAdrivers.com or 866-204ment! 1-877-420-5269.
0648.
Important Terms
and Conditions: Promotional
Offers: Require activation of new qualifying DISH service with 24-month commitment and credit
DRIVERS - $500
Sign-On
Bonus.
qualification. All prices, fees, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to change withoutS
notice
eAfterr12-month
v i cpromotional
e s period,
regular monthly price applies and is subject to change. ETF: If you cancel service during first 24 months, early cancellation fee of $20 for each
Class “A” CDL then-current
Holders
Needed
in
theduring first 24 months, early cancellation fee of $30 for each month remaining applies.
month remaining applies. For iPad 2 offer, if you cancel service
Activation fee: may apply. Add’tl Requirements: For iPad 2 offer: customer must select Hopper system and minimum of America’s Top 120 package; allow 4-6
Columbia, Meridian,
MS
DISPLAY
ADVERTISING
NETweeks for delivery;Roxie,
offer not availableTaylorsville,
in Puerto Rico or USVI. HD Free for Life:THE
$10/mo HD fee
waived for
life of current account; requires
continuous enrollment
in AutoPay with Paperless Billing. Premium Channels: 3-month premium movie offer value is $135; after promotional period, then-current regular monthly
price applies and isCity
subject to change.
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available with playback
the next
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primetime shows
on ABC, CBS,
Vicksburg and Yazoo
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WORK
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FOX and NBC as part of PrimeTime Anytime feature. Both features are subject to availability. Blockbuster @Home Offer: 3 month offer value $30. After 3
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monthly price applies andbenis subject to change. Requires online DISH account; broadband internet to stream content; HD DVR to
daily, paid by load.
Paid
orientation,
area
of
the
state
of
Mississippi
or
any
stream to TV. Streaming to TV and some channels not available with select packages. Installation/Equipment Requirements: Free Standard Professional
Installation only. Certain equipment is leased and must be returned to DISH upon cancellation or unreturned equipment fees apply. Upfront and additional
efits and bonuses.
Owner
Operators
stateEquipment
across
country.
monthly fees may
apply. Recording hours
vary; 2000 hours based on SD programming.
comparison the
based on equipment
available fromAn
major TVaffordable,
providers as of 5/22/13. Watching live and recorded TV anywhere requires a broadband-connected, Sling-enabled DVR and compatible mobile device. Misc:
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and qualified former customers,
and subject to low-cost
terms of applicable Promotional
and
Residential
Customer
agreements. Stateof readers.
Welcome. PaidOffers
by
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to
reach
millions
reimbursement charges may apply. Additional restrictions and taxes may apply. Offers end 9/18/13. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks
are the property
of Home Box Office, Inc. SHOWTIME is a registered trademark
of Showtime
Networks
Inc., a CBS at
Company.
STARZ and related channels and
Products Transports.
800-925-5556.
Call
MS
Press
601-981-3060.
service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. All new customers are subject to a one-time processing fee.

FREE

PACKAGES
UNDER 50

1-800-319-2526
**Savings applies to AT120, AT120+, AT200, and AT250 with HD programming,
2 year agreement and credit qualification.
Discount applied to first year of service in form of online and promotional
credits plus free HD for Life which is a $10/mo credit.

STUMP

Visit our website
www.stumpsunlimited.com

Craig Sterling

601-248-9399
Place Your Classified
Ad
STATEWIDE
In 103 Newspapers!
To order, call your
local newspaper or
MS Press Services at
601-981-3060.

STATEWIDE RATES:
Up to
1 col.
1 col.
1 col.

25 words...........$210
x 2 inch.............$525
x 3 inch.............$800
x 4 inch...........$1050

Nationwide
Placement:
MPS can also place your ad
nationwide with convenient
one call/one bill service.
Call MPS at 601-981-3060 for
rates in other states.
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Jackson State remains perfect in the SWAC

Tommy Gooden shows how he a career high 214 yards rushing
By Tim Ward
Sports Writer

Tommy Gooden ran like
an inspired man last Saturday. Gooden had an excellent
game, rushing for a career
high 214 yards and scoring
three touchdowns. He was
named National Running
Back in addition to College
Sports Madness SWAC Offensive Player of the Week. JSU
was once again utilizing their
ground and pound game to obtain victory.

While Jackson State does
throw the ball, they do not
throw the ball as much as they
did in years past. The days of
the “Air Raid” offense with
Casey Therriault are gone.
Since Clayton Moore’s
four interceptions, one fumble fiasco in Memphis a few
weeks ago, Jackson State has
a renewed commitment to the
running game. Coincidence?
Could be.
Jackson State is loaded
with receivers, but now have

UAPB Quarterback Benjamin Anderson looking for a receiver

Jarius Moore runs through a tackle
their faith in Gooden, Raheem
Sims, Jarius Moore, and even
Moore as runners. Moore only
attempted 15 passes Saturday,
completing seven of them for
111 yards. Two of the seven
completions were touchdown
passes. Moore carried the ball
14 times for 75 yards.
Overall, JSU ran the ball 60
times for 366 yards. The offensive line was dominate in
opening up running lanes for
the running backs.
Arkansas Pine Bluff is the

reigning SWAC champions
having defeated Jackon State
last December in Birmingham.
This Pine Bluff team looked
relatively inexperienced and at
times lost. They did, however,
play with a sense of pride and
scored 33 points. Most of their
damage came via the passing
game. Quarterback Benjamin
Anderson was 16 of 33 for
295 yards. He also tossed two
touchdown passes.
The JSU darkside defense
bent but didn’t break Satur-

day. Led in tackles by Ariane
McCrew with 13, the defense
pinned their ears back in the
4th quarter attempting to shut
down the Pine Bluff offense.
The planned worked. Teddrick
Terrell, Cedric Hogan, and
the entire defense turned up
the pressure forcing Arkansas
Pine Bluff into three and out
situations.
Even with the team playing well, the game still went
down to the last couple of
minutes. Jackson State led by

two points until Gooden put
the nail in the coffin with a 20
yard touchdown in the waning
seconds of the game.
Next up for Jackson State
is a road trip to the delta. The
Tigers head up to Itta Bena to
battle the Mississippi Valley
State Delta Devils. Valley is 1
& 2 in the SWAC and 1 & 4
overall this season.
Jackson State sits atop the
Eastern Division of the SWAC
at 4 & 0 and 4 & 2 overall.
Game time is set for 2 p.m.

Terry proves to be rude homecoming guest for Jim Hill
By Tim Ward
Sports Writer

Playing without their head
coach John Jennings, who has
been replaced by interim head
coach Avery Mason, Jim Hill
didn’t have enough fire power
to hold down Terry.
Jim Hill tried to send the
homecoming crowd home
with a win, but just could
not sustain enough drives or
make timely defensive stands
against Terry.
The Bulldogs left Hughes
field with a 50 to 20 blowout,

lifting their record to 3 & 3.
Jim Hill fell to 1 & 6.
The running back trio of
Robert Johnson, Donovan
Lewis, and Richard Butler
combined for 258 and three
touchdowns for Terry. Sophomore quarterback Jordan
Johnson threw for 60 yards
with two touchdown passes
and an interception. Terry
dominated the game in every
phase.
Jim Hill could not stop their
offense. Minus the interception, Terry entered the game

with a game plan and executed
it.
Justin Tidwell lead the Jim
Hill attack offensively. Jim
Hill’s passing game kept them
in the game despite trailing 30
to 6 at halftime. Everything
they attempted to do, Terry had
an answer for it. The homecoming crowd wasn’t enough
to cheer them to victory.
Next up for Jim Hill is a trip
across town to Forest Hill.
Forest Hill is 2 & 5 thus far
and tomorrow night will be
their homecoming.

Terry running back Donovan Lewis

Jim Hill receiver Alex Williams makes a touchdown
grab over Terry defender Charles Lewis
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piggly wiggly
October 9 - 15, 2013

225 Meadowbrook Rd.
JACKSON, MS
2875 McDowell Rd.
JACKSON, MS

110 East Academy
Canton, MS
1150 East Peace St.
Canton, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

No Cards Needed To
Shop Our Low Prices

the price you see is the price
you pay at the register.
www.pigglywigglyms.com
USDA CHOICE BEEF

FRESH SLICED

BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST
$ 49

FRESH FRYER

QUARTER LOIN
PORK CHOPS
$ 69

3

THIGHS OR
DRUMSTICKS
¢

1

PER LB.

99

PER LB.

USDA CHOICE BEEF

FRESH LEAN

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

FRESH

BONELESS
CHUCK STEAK

BONELESS
BEEF STEW

GROUND
BEEF PATTIES

$ 89

$ 69

$ 69

3

3

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

2

PER LB.

FRESH

PER LB.

FRESH THIN SLICED

GWALTNEY

BREAKFAST
PORK CHOPS

SLICED
BACON

$ 49

$ 69

$ 87

SAVE ON

SAVE ON

SELECT

2

2

PER LB.

2

PER LB.

12 OZ.

PIGGLY WIGGLY PEPSI PRODUCTS
SPRING WATER

KELLOGG'S
CEREALS

/ 11
12 PACK 12 OZ. CANS

3 $

2

$ 99

BARLETT & D'ANJOU

2 $

BAGGED TANGERINE

99
PER LB.

YELLOW OR ZUCCHINI

FRESH SQUASH

89

¢

2

$ 99
FRESH CRISP

STRING BEANS

79
POUND

¢

MARGARINE
..............................
PILLSBURY GRANDS

16.3 - 17.3 OZ. ..............................
NESTLE ASSORTED

16 - 16.5 OZ. ...............................
PIGGLY WIGGLY SOUR

8 OZ. .....................................
PIGGLY WIGGLY ORANGE

HALF GAL. PLASTIC ........................
MC KENZIE'S CHUB

SISTER SCHUBERT'S

3 LB. BAG

¢

89
$ 19
BISCUITS
1
$ 99
COOKIES
2
¢
CREAM
79
$ 67
JUICE
1
$ 00
CORN
1
YEAST ROLLS $299
WAFFLES 2/$4
POT PIES 69¢
ICE CREAM $179
REGULAR OR LIGHT BLUE BONNET

16 - 20 OZ. ..................................

SWEET

PEARS

PER LB.

/5

10.5 - 18.7 OZ.

FRESH PRODUCE

DAIRY & FROZEN
DEPARTMENTS

1 LB. QTRS.

CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS

24 PACK

1574 West Government Blvd.
BRANDON, MS
Crossgates Shopping
Village

10.25 - 16 OZ. ..............................
SAVE ON EGGO

10.75 - 12.6 OZ. ...........................

16 OZ. FRESH EXPRESS

COLE SLAW

89

OLD FASHIONED / 3 COLOR

¢

BANQUET MEAT OR FRUIT

7 OZ. ......................................
ASSORTED FLAVORS PIGGLY WIGGLY

56 OZ. ......................................

¢
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“Gravity”
Astronauts struggle to survive shuttle

disaster in harrowing outer space thriller

By Kam Williams
Film Review
Matt Kowalski (George
Clooney) is set to retire following a distinguished career
as a NASA astronaut. The
veteran captain is currently
in command of his final flight
of the Space Shuttle Explorer
with a primary mission to replace solar panels on the Hubble Telescope.
Upon rendezvousing, the
spacewalk proceeds so routinely that the devastatingly-handsome bachelor is
comfortable engaging in flirtatious chitchat with attractive Dr. Ryan Stone (Sandra
Bullock), a medical engineer
on her maiden voyage.
But then Mission Control
urgently orders them back
into the capsule because the

debris field from a damaged
Russian satellite is headed in
their direction at the speed of
a bullet.
However, it causes catastrophic damage to the shuttle
before they have a chance
to reenter it, killing all their
crewmates and destroying the
vehicle beyond repair.
Suddenly, Kowalski and
Stone find themselves floating in space, no longer in radio contact with Houston, and
with a very limited amount of
oxygen left in their tanks.
This is the intriguing premise established practically
at the point of departure of
Gravity, a gripping sci-fi
thriller written and directed
by Alfonso Cuaron (Pan’s
Labyrinth).
What ensues is a desperate

race against time in which the
unflappable Kowalski does
his best to keep the frightened
rookie calm while trying to
survive more by his wits than
by the book.
The impromptu plan involves using their thrusters to
reach the International Space
Station 100 kilometers away
before the shrapnel returns
upon completing another orbit of Earth.
This is just the first of many
challenges to be faced successfully if the protagonists’
are ever to feel solid ground
under their feet again.
Rather than ruin the plot’s
unpredictable developments
for you one iota, permit me to
heap praise on a pair of nonpareil performances by Oscar-winners George Clooney

Crossword Puzzle

and Sandra Bullock.
Of equal note are the
picture’s breathtaking 3D
cinematography and the
magical way in which
weightlessness is convincingly created onscreen.
Buckle up for a relentlessly-riveting, roller coaster ride through a deceptively-close outer space you
can virtually reach out and
touch.
Rating: Excellent (4
stars); PG-13 for intense
peril, disturbing images and
brief strong profanity
Distributor and running
time: Warner Brothers, 90
minutes
To see a trailer for
Gravity,
visit
http://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=OiTiKOy59o4

Sudoku

The challenge is to fill every row across, every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

© Feature Exchange

Cryptogram

A cryptogram is a puzzle where a sentence is encoded by substituting the
actual letters of the sentence with different letters. The challenge of the
puzzle is to ‘decode’ the sentence to reveal the original English sentence.
We have provided a few of the decoded letters to help get you started.

Hint: Quote by Albert Einstein

© Feature Exchange

This Week’s Horoscopes
It seems you must choose either business or
pleasure this week, it is work or play!

ACROSS
1. Black
5. Defunct football league
9. General meaning
11. Island
12. Spiny plants
13. Posttraumatic stress disorder
14. Color
15. Teacher’s assistant, for short
17. Affirmation
18. Card game
20. Obsessive attachment
22. What a nurse gives
23. Loudness unit (abbr.)
24. Contagious disease
27. Churn
29. Tapestry
31. Brand of sandwich cookie
32. Charter
33. Sour
34. Hassle

DOWN
1. Engrave
2. Boyfriend
3. Fairy tale opener
4. Negative
5. Ref
6. Half man, half goat
7. Signal flare
8. Caps
10. Rite
16. Genuine
18. Former spouse
19. Him
20. Regional plant life
21. Colder
22. Ride horseback
24. German “Mrs.”
25. Girl
26. Avails
28. Dozens
30. Sport’s official
© Feature Exchange

1/21 - 2/19
Aquarius

You may prefer the tried and tested this
week to something that is not quite so
black and white.
7/23-8/21
Leo

These two areas, friendship and love, simply
do not go together well for you at present.
2/20 - 3/20
Pisces

You simply have to make a decision as to
whether you can handle the pressure today
or whether it's better to back off.
8/22 - 9/23
Virgo

Your intuition is on the mark today
and your reactions fit in with everyone
around you.
3/21 - 4/20
Aries

You are bold, daring and enterprising during this time.
9/24 - 10/23
Libra

Agreement now will be a benchmark for
cooperation down the road. Don't be
afraid to use it!
4/21 - 5/21
Taurus

This week you feel hemmed in by present
circumstances and feel an uncontrollable
urge to enlarge your vistas.
10/24 - 11/22
Scorpio

Be extra sure to avoid conflicts or
negativity of any kind all this weekend.
5/22 - 6/21
Gemini

This week look at new places to live that
may offer new and exciting opportunities.
11/23 - 12/22
Sagittarius

A deal you thought you had in the bag
may become unstable because a person is
pushing you in the wrong direction.
6/22 - 7/22
Cancer

It's easy to agree, and most people will if
you let them, so spread as much good cheer
as possible this week!
12/23 - 1/20
Capricorn

(For puzzle answer keys, see page 14)
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‘Grey’s Anatomy’ star Jesse Tom Hanks gives incredible
Williams, wife are expecting praise to Somali co-stars of

eurweb.com
The stork is en route toward
“Grey’s Anatomy” actor Jesse
Williams and his wife Aryn
Drake-Lee.
The longtime couple, who
married in September 2012,
are expecting their first child
together, according to E! News.
No other details on the pregnancy were available at press time.
Drake-Lee is a real estate
broker who met Williams before he became a McHeartthrob
on “Grey’s.” The two crossed
paths when Williams was a
schoolteacher in New York
City.
After five years of being to-

gether, they decided to make it
official.
“Jesse
was
beaming
with
joy throughout
the entire ceremony,” a guest
at the wedding
told People. “It
was the perfect
night with lots of
smiling, laughing
and emotion. You
could feel the
love they have
for each other.
They’re madly in
love!”
Drake-Lee and Williams

Nicole Beharie’s ‘Sleepy Hollow’
renewed for 2nd season

Nicole Beharie and Tim Mison in Fox’s “Sleepy Hollow”

eurweb.com
After just three episodes,
Fox has decided to renew its
freshman
action-adventure
drama “Sleepy Hollow,” starring Nicole Beharie and Tom
Mison.

Beharie

The show, which airs Mondays at 9 p.m., follows Ichabod Crane (Mison), revived
after more than two centuries,
and a modern-day police lieutenant, Abbie Mills (Beharie),
who partner to try to save the

town of Sleepy Hollow and the
world from mysterious evil.
The Season 2 order for
“Sleepy Hollow,” the first of
the new fall shows picked up
for a second season, is for 13
episodes.

‘Captain Phillips’

eurweb.com
Sony Pictures will try to
feed off of its standing ovation for “Captain Phillips” at
the New York Film Festival
(NYFF) by sneaking the film
into theaters a week early in
select locations.
The true story dramatizes
the hijacking of the cargo
ship Maersk Alabama by a
group of Somali pirates. Tom
Hanks plays its courageous
captain, Richard Phillips. The
film is set to open nationwide
Oct. 11.
A Hollywood reporter reviewer who saw the film
at NYFF said director Paul
Greengrass’
“hyperkinetic
shooting style conveys the
desperation of the pirates and
the horror felt by the unarmed
crew and a captain who ends
up alone with the gunman in
a tiny lifeboat while awaiting help from a Navy SEAL
Team.”
In May, Hanks told us via
Skype that filming the scene
where the pirates storm the
ship was “petrifying,” be-

cause the actors were
so believable.
In a press conference held last week,
the Oscar winner gave
even more props to
his Somali co-stars particularly Barkhad
Abdi, who is already
earning Oscar buzz
for his role as the pirate leader, Muse.
Abdi

Monday’s third episode
drew 8 million viewers and
performed well with the young
adults prized by advertisers.
The Sept. 16 series premiere
grew to 13.6 million viewers
after three extra days of timeshifted viewing, making it
Fox’s best fall drama premiere
since “24” in 2001.

“The show has proven to
be a risk well worth taking.
It’s a conceptual blast unlike
anything else on television
and it all holds together with
inventive writing and a fantastic cast,” Fox entertainment
chairman Kevin Reilly said in
a statement accompanying the
pickup announcement, “I can’t

(L-R) Director Paul Greengrass, actors Mahat M. Ali, Tom Hanks, and
Barkhad Abdi arrive at the premiere of Columbia Pictures’ ‘Captain
Phillips’ at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences September 30, 2013 in Beverly Hills

wait for fans to experience
what else is in store for this fall
and even more of this wild ride
into Season 2.”
One of the interesting dynamics between Lt. Mills and
Crane is that the latter’s only
view of African Americans
before landing in modern time
was as slaves.
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